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On the eve of the New Jewish Year, 5774, it is our great pleasure to send warm greetings to our SAUPJ family
of congregations. As we look back over the year that soon comes to an end, we are filled with great
satisfaction for our many accomplishments as a world Progressive movement, even as we are filled with

the understanding of how much work remains to be accomplished. Milestones over the past 12 months include:

k Our Israel Movement for Progressive Judaism (IMPJ) continues to grow from strength to strength with new
congregations joining the IMPJ. Considerable strides have been made in raising the subject of religious pluralism to
the larger Israeli society. In a recent survey conducted by the Institute for Democracy in Israel, an amazing 7% of
the Jewish population in Israel defined themselves as either Reform or Conservative Jews. This figure translates
into a number of over 400 000 Jewish Israelis who identify with our movement's principles of egalitarianism,
pluralism and a value-centered approach to Jewish living. In our own WUPJ home in Jerusalem, Beit Shmuel-
Mercaz Shimshon, we see a growing number of participants in our adult education and educational touring
programmes. Something extraordinary is happening before our eyes in Israel. 
k The WUPJ continues to strengthen Progressive Judaism in the Former Soviet Union (FSU), ensuring that well
over 1-million of our Jewish family in the region will continue to have appropriate opportunities to rebuild and

renew their Jewish identity for themselves and their children. Over 1 000 young people attended WUPJ summer camps in the FSU and in 5774
we are planning to increase not only the number of campers but also the length of each camp session. On Simchat Torah, 5774, we will dedicate
our new Synagogue-Center facility in Kiev, which completes our strategic plan to establish four major centers of Progressive Judaism in the FSU:
Moscow, St Petersburg, Minsk and now Kiev. 
k Progressive Jewish congregations in Europe continue to face serious obstacles placed before them by Jewish establishments unwilling to recognise
the legitimacy of Progressive Judaism. Yet, under the leadership of the EUPJ - with assistance from the WUPJ - communities in Germany, Austria,
Hungary, Italy and Poland have made significant progress in standing up for their rights and demonstrating that world Progressive Judaism will
not accept second-class status anywhere in the world! In addition, plans are moving ahead to establish a new Progressive congregation in Rome
- highlighting the growth of Progressive Judaism in Italy and the need to provide liberal Jewish options in the very heart of Rome's 2 000
year-old Jewish community. 
k The Center for Jewish Living in Melbourne, the newest programmatic initiative of the Union for Progressive Judaism in Australia/New Zealand
and the Far East, has invested tremendous energy into educational programming in the region. In Shanghai, China there is the beginnings of a
new Progressive congregation, Kehilat Shanghai, which is being led by an Israeli who grew up in our Progressive movement in Netanya and lived
for a time on Kibbutz Yahel! And for the first time in its 20-year history, our UPJ congregation in Singapore, the United Hebrew Congregation, is
now looking for a full-time Rabbi to lead it in the future. Asia is fast becoming the new frontier for Progressive Judaism and the WUPJ is there,
every step of the way. 
k Our Progressive Movement in Latin America left Connections 2013 in Jerusalem carrying the prize of host region for the 2015 Connections
convention that will take place in Rio de Janeiro. Now there is finally a good reason to visit Rio since the World Cup and the Olympics just don't
have the electricity of a WUPJ international convention! By 2015 we look forward to launching a new and exciting rabbinical training project in
Sao Paulo, to be implemented in co-operation with the Hebrew Union College and congregation CIP. 
k The largest center of Progressive Judaism worldwide, the URJ in North America, celebrated the new spirit brought by its new President, Rabbi
Rick Jacobs. Working closely with the WUPJ's New York office and the North American Council of World Union leadership, our North American
Reform Jews continue to spearhead initiatives that strengthen Progressive Judaism the world over. Our WUPJ is indeed blessed to have a cadre
of Reform Jewish leaders in North America who are passionately committed to the Jewish people and who not only talk the talk, but also walk the
walk when it comes to providing the critical support our movement requires around the world. 

Last but not least, we applaud the efforts of the SAUPJ in maintaining its historic role in South Africa as the voice demanding social justice, human
rights and the legitimacy of religious pluralism in an increasingly intolerant South African Jewish community. We celebrated with you as the
critically-important SACRED was launched and we stand firm with you in the demand that Progressive Judaism be fully integrated into every aspect
of Jewish communal life in South Africa. We pay tribute to your continued success with Netzer Olami young leaders who truly represent the future
of the SAUPJ in decades to come. 

Our prayer for 5774 is for peace in our beloved homeland, Israel, as well as peace within the household of Israel in every continent of the world.
We face extremism at every turn - as a nation and as Jewish communities. Now, more than ever, the message of Progressive Judaism needs to
be heard loud and clear. The message of reason and mutual respect for differing points of view; the message of the Hebrew Prophets and their
call for Tikkun Olam and the repair of our broken communities; and the message of hope that together, from every corner of the world, we in the
World Union will continue to be the difference for the future of our Jewish People.
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A LOOK BACK - A LOOK AHEAD:
MESSAGE FROM MIKE GRABINER,

CHAIRMAN OF THE WORLD UNION FOR PROGRESSIVE JUDAISM

With Shai Pinto, vice-president and chief operating officer; Rabbi Gary Bretton-Granatoor, vice-president:
Philanthropy; and Rabbi Joel Oseran, vice-president International Development
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MESSAGE FROM STEVE LURIE, CHAIRMAN SAUPJ

Iwould like to begin by saying that ‘We have something to say about whatever is current and happening out
there that affects us’, and so we should! As a Progressive Jewish Community we have a role to play in local
and international issues, representing a diversity of views. It is our moral responsibility to get involved and, with

this in mind, we should not be overly cautious or hesitant, and wait until the fight is almost won before committing
ourselves on issues facing Progressive Jews. We don’t want to leave it to other organisations, leaders or Rabbis
to fight the moral issues that we face.

Progressive Judaism, founded on the ideals of justice and equality, looks to overcome secularism and provide a
significant alternative to Orthodoxy. Our concern with social justice, as an essential part of religion, is intrinsic to
Progressive Judaism. This has led to the establishment of SACRED and the leaders of our movement’s continuing
engagement in issues calling for social action and positive change. We need to show the world that ‘there is more
than one way to be a Jew’.

Please assist the South African Foundation for Progressive Judaism (SAFPJ) to raise funds for various projects for
our congregations and affiliates. Donors will benefit from tax exemption status as we have (finally) been granted

PBO status. The calls on our funds are more and more demanding, particularly with the training of student rabbis, assisting Netzer, sponsoring
speakers for Limmud, our own conferences, and Beutel. We would like to build up this fund to enable us to continue with our vision.

In closing, I would like to take this opportunity of congratulating the management committees of all our shuls on a most successful year, and wish
them a period of continued and sustained growth. 

Wishing you all Shanah Tova Tikatevu

MESSAGE FROM RABBI ROBERT JACOBS, CHAIRMAN
OF THE SAAPR AND RABBI AT BET DAVID

5773 comes to a close, 5774 begins: A year of change and challenge marks the way into the challenges
and changes in the year ahead. The same is true for Rabbis and spouses, for congregational leaders and
all members of the community. 

Progressive Judaism remains a pathway of authentic Jewish life, meeting the contemporary challenges and
changes with a solid desire to help each Jew and aspirant to a Jewish life to make decisions founded in the
uniquely Jewish way of ethics, fairness and justice. Yet, we are often challenged by the world the meets us with
inequity and injustice. Through the year ahead, let us join in shared hopes and prayers that the timeless lessons
of Judaism will resonate in our lives and the life of the Jewish community. Let us seek ways to move through
ritual to ethical, to see in the ethical guidance to the ritual and to work together to build a society that permits
freedom of choice and opportunity to every human being.

On behalf of each member of the SAAPR, may 5774 be a year of hope, health, blessing and rewarding journeys. 

L’shanah tovah um’tukah - may you be blessed with a good and sweet year
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I
t is my belief that even though Progressive Judaism faces a number of external threats, the main challenges
that we face are to ‘pull ourselves together’; to understand that we are members of the world’s largest
denomination of Judaism, and to overcome our current practices of rarely appearing to act ‘in union’ and
seldom adopting marketing practices that are ‘progressive’.

The external problems, such as the continued failure of Israel to recognise our Rabbis; the seemingly insoluble
‘who is a Jew’ question; the dominance of the Ultra-Orthodox in the Chief Rabbinate; and the overwhelming apathy
of most Israelis to religion are all worrying challenges. Without a vibrant movement in the Jewish homeland, the
rift between Israel and Diaspora Jewry will grow - to the detriment of both. As if all of this was not enough, the
incessantly negative picture of the Jewish State in the world’s media does little to strengthen affiliation or support
for the State, or to challenge rising anti-Semitism. These challenges are real but we need to implement Reinhold
Niebuhr’s prayer: ‘God, give us the grace to accept with serenity the things that cannot be changed; the courage
to change the things which should be changed; and the Wisdom to distinguish the one from the other.’ I believe
that we can distinguish between what we can influence and what is beyond our control and if can address these
issues with imagination and, most particularly, in unity, we will indeed transform into the movement of ‘Judaism
for the 21st Century’ that will resonate with the younger generations. 

Our smaller communities need to learn from the North American experience and to insist on taking their place in the mainstream Jewish community
rather than be seen as ‘poor cousins of the Orthodox’. We also need to ensure that our members become more ‘Jewishly literate’ and understand
how our Judaism is rooted in the fundamentals of Jewish values. Marketing guru Steve Yastrow said: “Your brand is not what you say you are …
Your brand is what your customers think you are.”

Progressive Judaism is a wonderful ‘brand’ - highlighted by our respect for our traditional values, our commitment to gender equality, and our
passion for Tikkun Olam. Combined with a more intense practice of welcome and hospitality I believe that a unified approach would bring benefits
around the world and, most particularly, in the small communities who often feel overlooked and neglected by larger congregations and roof
bodies. There are many ways that we can use our collective strength and not least of all through co-ordination of our global network of Social
Action and Advocacy Centres - including SACRED in South Africa, RAC in America, IRAC in Israel and JRAAC in Australia, New Zealand and Asia -
in order to speak out clearly, via the World Union for Progressive Judaism (WUPJ), on a wide range of social issues that are important to us as
Jews and as citizens of the world.  

Under the leadership of the WUPJ, our movement must focus on working to achieve the inevitable recognition of Progressive, Conservative and
all pluralistic denominations of Judaism in Israel, thereby fulfilling the promise of the Declaration of Independence and making it a home for ALL
Jews. Being aware of the tremendous wealth of expertise, knowledge and passion within our movement I am confident that this will lead to the
growth of Progressive Judaism around the world. However, this will not happen if we remain focused on our problems and shortcomings.

Non-violent activist Gene Sharp said: “Some people naively think that if they assert their goal strongly enough it will somehow come to pass.
Others assume that if they remain true to their principles and ideas, even during adversity, that they are doing the best they can to achieve them.
Assertion of desirable goals and remaining loyal to ideals are admirable but are, in themselves, grossly inadequate to change the status quo and
achieve the designated goals.”

We will achieve our designated goals when we combine the power of our shared beliefs with the use of technology and shared beliefs to take
action - in unity. This may not be easy, but - as John F Kennedy said - “There are risks and costs to action. But they are far less than the long
range risks of comfortable inaction”.

It is my heartfelt belief that, if we can indeed rise to the challenge to ‘pull ourselves together’ we will articulate a message of inclusiveness,
compassion and social action that will meet the spiritual, intellectual and communal needs of many people around the world.

CHALLENGES AND FUTURE DIRECTION
FOR PROGRESSIVE JUDAISM

MESSAGE FROM STEVE DENENBERG,
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF THE UNION FOR PROGRESSIVE JUDAISM

AUSTRALIA/NEW ZEALAND
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T
he first Reform service was held in 1810 in the German town of Seesen. The organisers wanted to make
reforms to conform to the worship practices of their non-Jewish neighbours. Among the changes were that
some prayers were said in German rather than Hebrew, the Rabbi wore clerical garb and an organ
accompanied the singing. To be honest, today we would have difficulty in recognising the services as Reform.

Fast-forward 200 years and meet the EUPJ. We consist of 16 member countries, including Germany,
encompassing communities from Copenhagen in the North to Barcelona in the South, and from Dublin in the West
to Warsaw in the East. With this in mind, there is no one template for our congregations and no one answer to the
question of the future of Progressive Judaism in Europe. I am speaking in my personal capacity, and my opinions
might differ from those of the official EUPJ viewpoint. The 16 member countries can be broadly divided into three
groups. The first group contains the long-established Progressive communities in Germany, France and the UK.
In the second group are maturing communities and an incomplete list would include Switzerland and The
Netherlands. The final contains countries where Progressive Judaism exists, but is still in its relative infancy,
particularly countries that were under the influence of the Soviet Union. This includes Poland, Hungary and the
Czech Republic, and Spain where Judaism of any kind was suppressed for more than five centuries.

In Group 1 there is slow, but steady growth. In the UK the total number of Jews is in the region of 265 000, a fall from around 330 000 about
20 years ago. Of those who are affiliated the majority belong to mainstream Orthodox synagogues which are headed by the Chief Rabbi. The two
Progressive movements, which work well together on many matters, represent the next largest category with about 35% of affiliated Jews as their
members. The rest are ultra-Orthodox or unaffiliated. In my opinion, the modest growth in the two Progressive movements is attributable to the
relative attitudes of the Orthodox and Progressive communities particularly on intermarriage, and in a country where more than 50% of Jews
marry ‘out of the faith’ this is significant. The view of the Orthodox establishment is straightforward: mixed-faith couples are not welcome and even
the Jewish partner faces prejudice and sometimes exclusion. Among the Progressive communities, both the Jewish and non-Jewish persons are
made to feel welcome. Another factor for growth is conversion. In France and Germany the situation is similar. In France there are now four EUPJ-
affiliated synagogues in Paris and about half a dozen others throughout the country. In Germany there are 23 synagogues in the national
organisation, the Union for Progressive Judaism.

In Group 2, membership is quite stable. Group 3, which is divided into two sections, is the most challenging. Those countries that were in the
Soviet Union’s sphere of influence have only formed Progressive communities in the past 20 years or so, and they face formidable challenges.
The first challenge is financial because a legacy of the Communist era is the notion that the state provides all that is necessary without individual
contribution. A second challenge is that under the Communist-influenced regimes, religion - particularly Judaism - was discouraged. Many are
now interested and begin the long process of discovery that sometimes leads them to return to their Jewish roots. Spain has its own, unique
challenges. Following the Inquisition in 1492 there were officially no Jews in Iberia. In the past decade or so, many Spaniards and some members
of the Portuguese community are discovering they descended from Jews. We now have three Progressive communities in Spain and a nascent
one in Andalucia, but the most exciting news from this region is that a year ago, the first student Rabbi from Spain began his Rabbinic studies at
Leo Baeck College in London. 

But what is the future for Progressive Judaism in Europe? If I didn’t believe in the growth of Progressive Judaism in Europe I would not have
assumed the role of chairing EUPJ. There are three main components to the growth of Progressive Judaism in Europe. The first is the training of
rabbis – and there are two institutions that undertake that work: Leo Baeck College in London and Abraham Geiger College in Berlin. Both have an
international student body and their graduates serve communities all over the world, including South Africa. The second conduit is the European
Beit Din. For decades this has worked to process the conversions of people who want to join us. It operates in countries where there are not
enough local Rabbis to constitute a court of three Rabbis and they have set stringent requirements for conversion candidates to come before a Beit
Din, which is organised on average once a month. The third component is the youth movement that has a long and successful history in the UK,
Germany and a few other countries. We all know that the best way of ensuring our future is to attract and keep the attention of our youngsters.

In summary, then, the future of Progressive Judaism looks promising but nothing can be taken for granted. The future involves hard work and
great commitment, but fortunately there are sufficient people with those qualities to ensure that it happens.

PROGRESSIVE JUDAISM IN EUROPE:
From Its Inception To Today

BY: MIRIAM KRAMER,
CHAIRMAN OF THE EUROPEAN UNION FOR PROGRESSIVE JUDAISM (EUPJ)



Women of the Wall - NeShot HaKotel - is an international Jewish phenomenon. For nearly 25 years, WoW
has been working with the central mission to achieve the social and legal recognition of our right, as
women, to wear prayer shawls, pray, and read from the Torah collectively and out loud at the Western

Wall. The inequality of women at the Western Wall, a public holy site in Jerusalem and the holiest site for Jews to
visit, has galvanised world Jewry. Jews from around the world have raised their voices to end the arrests of women
in prayer at the Western Wall, and to demand equality for all who visit and pray there. 

Israelis, however, were a tough nut to crack. Ultra-Orthodox Jewish tradition and law has been enforced on Israeli
daily life for so long that it hardly seemed out of the ordinary to refuse women equal rights in a public holy site.
The hard exterior of Israeli society has finally opened up to and embraced WoW’s particular brand of religious
pluralism, prayer and activism. A few years ago, WoW was virtually unknown in Israel - and those who did know
about our work thought that we were a small group of immigrant, extremist, feminists. The most recent study
undertaken by the Israel Democracy Institute shows amazing progress in Israeli public opinion: 63.5% of Israelis
who identify as secular support WoW, as do 53% of those who are traditional, but not religious. Of those surveyed,
51.5% of men and 4% of women support WoW’s work! 

One must ask, what predicated this change? 
•    In the summer of 2011, Israel was swept away by a mass movement of protests demanding equality and economic/social justice. Women
     dominated the movement, publically as leaders and spokespeople. Israelis were inspired and energised. After the protests, Israeli social
     consciousness was changed and it became harder to name the actions of WoW ‘a provocation’
•    Over the past few years, Israeli media and the general public have become increasingly aware of the larger problem of the exclusion and
     segregation of women in the public sphere. After a few short-lived but dramatic news stories that enraged the public, WoW provided a
     long-term, monthly saga where these issues are played out on the largest, most watched stage: the Western Wall. The leaders of these early
     struggles were Orthodox women who opened the door for us
•    Police have been arresting and detaining WoW supporters since the winter of 2009, and Israelis are disturbed by the arrests of women by
     police. The majority felt that this use of force was too extreme for the ‘crime’ of wearing a tallit
•    Israelis look at the Diaspora as an example of progress and modern democracy. The active Jewish Diaspora support and solidarity with WoW
     made international news. This was a strong indicator that standing with WoW is standing on the right side of history
•    In 2012, WoW were joined at the Kotel by the paratroopers who liberated the wall in 1967 after the Six Day War. These men are the
     quintessential Zionist heroes and their support of WoW gave us the crucial stamp of kashrut we needed to be recognised as Israeli patriots
     and ‘the new liberators of the wall’
•    Israelis are drawn to heroes who demonstrate commitment and tenacity. After 24 years of monthly prayer, enduring insults, flying chairs and
     police intimidation, we have gained the ‘street credit’ with Israelis that we deserve
•    WoW’s journey taps into a general dissatisfaction with religious institutions and authority which are seen as the most corrupt in Israel (after
     political parties). Israelis feel a deep frustration with the forced co-ercion of haredi law and ritual on the public when the ultra-Orthodox make
     up only 8% of the population
•    In 2013, Israel voted in a Government coalition without ultra-Orthodox representation. This allowed politicians to express support of WoW
     openly with no political consequence. An unprecedented number of women in the Knesset and a palpable, unabashed identity with feminism
     sent a message that the 19th Knesset marks a new era for women in Israel!
•    A critical mass of Israelis has had enough of standing on a plastic chair to get a glimpse of their son's Bar Mitzvah. There are many ways to
     be Jewish and many ways to involve men and women in Jewish ritual life. It is time to offer that to Israelis - and they are ready to accept it
•    Divine intervention from the Eternal 

These are, indeed, amazing achievements, but our struggle is not yet over! Despite all of these advancements, women are still prohibited from
reading and even holding the Torah at the Kotel. Rabbi Shmuel Rabinowitz, who is the publically appointed authority of holy sites, has issued
regulations and ordinances which effectively deny women - and only women - access to Torah scrolls at the Kotel. The regulated gender
discrimination in public spaces in Israel must end. Women must be allowed full religious freedoms, and freedom of expression at the Western
Wall. For that we will need the help and support of all Jews around the world. 

Israeli and international support for WoW is crucial in order to create real change on the ground at the Western Wall. Pressure, messages of
solidarity and articles are extremely important to our progress, so keep them coming! Go to the WoW website www.womenofthewall.org.il to send
a letter to Prime Minister Netanyahu, asking him to intervene on behalf of women’s equality in Israel. Like us on Facebook and follow us on Twitter
to stay involved! Shana Tovah! Help us make this the year that women gain full freedoms to pray at the Western Wall.
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WHY SHOULD YOU STAND WITH
WOMEN OF THE WALL?

BY: ANAT HOFFMAN, CHAIR OF WOMEN OF THE WALL (WoW)



I
The South African Jewish community is seeking its place in the emerging landscape of a South Africa where difference is celebrated and not
merely tolerated. While the community has always tried to find a balance between its Jewish identity and its South African nationality, it has
become increasingly hard to do so within the new South Africa. Under the Apartheid Government, South African Jewish identity was both
protected and encouraged as it fitted the Government’s philosophy of separate development. The Government’s close ties with Israel also
meant that South African Jews were free to support the Jewish State and contribute to its financial stability. 

In terms of Jewish education, Jewish schools were supported and funded by the State. However many Jewish parents chose not to send their
children to Jewish day schools. Government schools provided Jewish children with a good and affordable education. In addition, many Jewish
families did not believe that there was a need for a religious Jewish upbringing. They preferred to send their children to Government schools where
there were other Jewish children, giving them a sense of identity without having to have a Jewish Parochial education. Post-1994, Jewish parents
saw a need to find alternative education for their children as it was felt that under the new dispensation, education standards would drop. Most
saw the only alternative as being the Jewish day schools, whose enrollments swelled despite increased emigration. The reasons for this were
centered on the fact that the Jewish day schools could guarantee a high standard of education and - because Hebrew and Jewish Studies were
compulsory subjects - the Jewish schools would attract a mainly Jewish clientele.

While this strategy maintained high educational standards and a sense of Jewish identity, it had a negative impact on the community’s ability to
integrate into the broader South African community. Although the community never really integrated with the black community under the Apartheid
Government, at least those that attended Government schools were exposed to different cultures and religions, albeit within one racial group. As
emigration has continued and the Jewish community has dwindled in numbers, it has become more inward looking. Crime and insecurity about
the country’s future - as well as the rise in anti-Semitism and anti-Zionism - has had the effect of turning the community even more conservative
and religious. This could have serious implications. 

From a South African perspective, the more the community withdraws from the mainstream, the more it runs the risk of alienating itself and being
perceived as arrogant and superior, fueling the anti-Semitic agenda of others. In order to understand and accept one another, we need to get to
know one another. By enclosing Jewish students in a protective and insular environment, we run the risk of not only allowing others to stereo-type
us, but we re-inforce the stereo-type of others.

From a global perspective, students today need to learn how to collaborate with students from other cultures, religions and races. If they are to be
truly educated to succeed in the 21st Century, then merely receiving a hand full of distinctions is not going to be sufficient. The answer would be
to find an educational setting that would ensure high academic standards, and allow Jewish children to mix in a multi-cultural environment where
being Jewish is celebrated along with all the other religions, allowing them to feel a real sense of Jewish identity. It is true you would be hard-
pressed to find a non-Jewish school that would accommodate the needs of the Jewish community anywhere in the world. However, having returned
to South Africa and having taken up a position with Crawford College as their national curriculum co-ordinator, I have found such a school.
Crawford not only accommodates the needs of its Jewish students within a multi-cultural environment, but goes out of its way to celebrate and
support its Jewish community. At Crawford Sandton and Pretoria, there are no activities over Shabbat and the schools are closed on all major
Jewish holidays. They have Hebrew and Jewish studies classes and celebrate all major festivals. 

With a weekly ‘Shabbat Ring’ at pre-primary school and a Bat Mitzvah and Pesach Seder at primary school you would be forgiven for thinking that
you were at a Jewish day school. Crawford Schools offers an excellent education with Australian exam equivalency. Its facilities are state-of-the-
art and its sporting and cultural programmes offer outstanding opportunities to all students. However, the integration of its student population is
its real strength. Students of all cultures, races, religions and nationalities socialise and learn in an environment that celebrates diversity so that
its students can go out into the world as confident participants, ready to meet the challenges that await them. 

Having been principal of two prominent Jewish day schools, I am neither negating the need for a Jewish education nor dismissing the place of
the Jewish day school. I am promoting Jewish education and Jewish continuity by suggesting that as a Jewish community, we need to support
schools like Crawford that promote Jewish identity and provide Jewish education for those Jewish children who - for various reasons - choose not
to attend a Jewish day school. In this way we can ensure that all Jewish children continue to have a Jewish education and remain connected to
their Jewish identity and their community. 

The Jewish community in South Africa does indeed have an alternative to a ‘one-size-fits-all’ Jewish education. Crawford Schools provide parents
in the community with a choice as to which school they would like to send their children to, without having to compromise their Jewish education
and Jewish identity. They are unique in what they offer the Jewish community and need to be congratulated and supported in the way they provide
Jewish education, integrated in a multi-cultural environment, as an alternative to Jewish day school education.
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IS THERE AN ALTERNATIVE TO
JEWISH DAY SCHOOL EDUCATION?

BY: JOSEPH GERASSI



Just before Shavuot, the Jewish day schools organised ‘Generation Sinai’, a parent-and-child study session on a Torah text, in this case the
Sh'ma. This was the third year that such initiative took place and the event was synchronised with other Jewish day schools throughout the
world, from Rio to Sydney. 

The idea was engaging and fulfilling and provided, in my opinion, a twofold benefit:
- It became a focus on a point of importance in Jewish study directed at children
- It fostered a togetherness of parents and children in a joint exercise in Judaism

What an outstanding and worthwhile exercise this proved to be. But where to from there? Do we go home from the school, self-satisfied that we
have paid our dues for our children's religious welfare? 

In the service for Brith Milah appear the words: ‘May the All-merciful bless the father and mother of the child; may they be worthy to rear him, to
initiate him in the precepts of the Law, and to train him in wisdom.’

I remember Rabbi Hillel Avidan reminding us regularly that Jewish education is founded in the home and that we should not just leave it to the
Jewish day schools. What children learn at school they generally bring home with enthusiasm but how do we, as parents, react? Do we just say
yes, very nice, and leave it at that, which dulls their interest? Maybe we do ask questions and join in their enthusiasm. 

Several places in our services contain the words L'dor vador: to generation and generation, or freely translated, ‘from generation to generation.’
Our ancestors were insistent on the transfer of Jewish knowledge to our offspring, from one generation to the next, and in past centuries this
certainly occurred to a large extent. In current times, however, one wonders whether this effort is still being made. 

I see the woeful lack of children at shul services on Shabbat and chaggim. I grew up at Temple Israel, Port Elizabeth, where the dictum under Rev
(later Rabbi) Isaac Richards, was: “If you don't go to school on a chag, you come to shul.’ This meant that we always had a decent attendance
of the younger members of our congregation in shul on chaggim. And today? A chag is an excuse to go to Sandton City, or away for a few days.
I must squarely place this on the head of parents who do not interact with their children and maintain a proper Jewish awareness in their children.
There is a Midrash that God gave the Ten Commandments to the Jews because they put up their children as guarantors. The greatest miracle of
all times is the fact that the Jewish people and their children are still alive to-day and studying Torah after all the oppressions, pogroms and
genocide of the past. Maybe it is time to take a hard look at our lifestyles and choose just one activity or avenue on which to concentrate. I make
a few suggestions:

•    Shul attendance with your children. Come to shul on Kabbalat Shabbat and Shabbat morning with your children. Even if they play outside for
     a while, they are there and coming to shul - and enjoying coming to shul and participating in the service will become a habit

•    Take your children to the children’s services at shul. If there are no children’s services at your shul, ask one or two other parents to join you in
     approaching your committee to arrange them

•    Start discussions or question and answer sessions with your children on different aspects of Shabbat during your Shabbat dinners. This will
     create a spark, an interest and a keenness among your the children to participate in their Judaism and they will learn to love it

•    Encourage your children to join Netzer. It is character-building, encourages self expression and confidence, apart from being a learning process

•    Ask the elder children in the congregation to explain some aspect of what they are doing to the younger children. Create teachers among your
     own congregation

•    Go over your child’s Hebrew homework with them and ask them to explain points to you. You will be amazed at how delighted your children
     are to share with you - not only their knowledge, but their own ideas

•    Read stories to them from a pictorial children’s Bible

You’ll be surprised how much you will enjoy doing any of the above, and you'll relish the extra closeness it will bring to you and your child. And
you will be fulfilling an amazing Mitzvah - giving knowledge from one generation to the next.
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FROM GENERATION TO GENERATION
BY: DAVID WOOLF



I
’ve just returned from my very first Netzer camp - the first of many, I hope. It has been a real dream come true, a dream I had long hoped for
but never thought would become a reality. From taking my first airplane trip ever, to arriving in Durban and meeting and becoming friends with
an amazing, warm and welcoming people whom I have grown to cherish, it has all been a wonderful experience. During my nine-day stay in
Durban, I’d grown both personally and spiritually strong. The entire experience has been awesome. The reality that I had finally gone to Netzer

camp was overwhelming! All this was made possible through the support and encouragement of Temple Israel in Cape Town, which has become
my spiritual home. 

But a bit of history is needed here. When I was five I started school at Herzlia Highlands Primary. I remember we were late the first day of school.
I was wearing my blue school dress with a strange shape on my right pocket, a sign I did not know. It was an aleph. Herzlia was a whole new
world for me and my uniform was soon worn with great pride. It would be the start of a great journey, a journey of many ups and downs for the
entire family, but it was a journey filled with growth and a love for Judaism, Israel and the Jewish people. 

During the early years I would accompany my father to shul and my mother and younger brother would join us later on. We attended Milnerton
Orthodox shul for 10 years. Rabbi Lazarus was also the Rabbi at Herzlia at the time. My father and Rabbi Lazarus became good friends. Herzlia
was my first introduction to Hebrew, but not to Torah. My parents were always passionate about the Torah. My favourite subject was Jewish studies.
I made lots of friends at school and every year, my friends would go off to different camps. I never went, my parents couldn’t send me because
we were not yet considered to be Jews by the Orthodox establishment. I always hoped that one day I would have the opportunity to go. After five
years at Herzlia, circumstances changed and my parents had to take me out of Herzlia. The thought of leaving was heart-breaking. At first I
pretended to be excited at leaving but the stark reality of saying goodbye to so many of my friends and perhaps never seeing them again soon
dawned on me. Although my family was not converted at the time (we are finally in a conversion programme) being Jewish had become part of
our lives. 

At Milnerton Primary the idea of being Jewish in a primarily Christian school took on a whole new dimension of adaptation and challenges. I was
suddenly faced with the reality of being bullied for being Jewish. For the first six months at my new school, I refused to sing my new school’s
song. Instead I sang the Herzlia school song in my head, saying loudly to myself: ‘We’re from Herzlia we know who we are!’ At Milnerton shul
things also changed. Rabbi Lazarus and a breakaway group had formed their own shul but this only lasted for about three years before Rabbi
Lazarus and his wonderful family moved to America. We had made friends with lovely people at shul, people who served as mentors to my
parents and we spent many a Shabbat in their homes, learning and being immersed in the Jewish way of life.

My Bat Mitzvah age came and went. I didn’t have a Bat Mitzvah, because - I was told on returning to Milnerton shul - I wasn’t Jewish yet. This
confused me. My parents had finished the Orthodox conversion course, but as a result of them being with the Lazarus congregation they never
had the opportunity to stand before the Beth Din. Instead, under a new Rabbi, an argument over their status ensued and my parents left Orthodoxy.
My siblings and I were confused. We were no longer going to shul and couldn’t understand why. We had never known or been anything else but
Jews. I started asking a lot of questions. What did it mean to be a Jew? As time went by, I felt more and more distant from shul. I loved shul,
but I didn’t feel that it was my home anymore. Like my parents, I felt rejected. But this didn’t stop us from practising Judaism at home and in our
daily lives. My parents were adamant that the Jewish path they had chosen was the right path, and that we would survive the ordeal and - in
time - find another home. 

As I look back I feel so much admiration for my parents. I didn’t know then what I know now. Now I see and understand, and I thank them for not
giving up, and for having the faith and understanding to know they were doing the right thing for us. During our time out in the wilderness I became
bitter, angry and sad. Why wasn’t I good enough? Were we not Jews regardless of what the Rabbis were saying? With great wisdom and foresight,
my father told me not to become bitter and to look at all the good things that has happened to us. The old saying that God works in mysterious
ways hadn’t become clear to me yet. I didn’t understood before. But I do now. 

Although Orthodoxy had been our first Jewish home and we had attended shul every Shabbat, I always felt sad that this community, this shul
that my family and I were part of, that I had grown up in, never felt like home. I wanted it to be home. I’m glad I grew up and learnt at an
Orthodox shul - even though I struggled with my Jewish identity in an Orthodox environment. My family and I have learned a lot. We thought
Orthodoxy was the only place and that nowhere else could Judaism be learnt. We were wrong. 

Walking home from shul one Shabbat morning when I was 15, my dad announced that we weren’t going back to that shul. I smiled. I had grown
unhappy and disappointed. For a long time we didn’t attend any shul. I often sensed the guilt my parents struggled with, feeling that they have
failed. We had our usual Shabbat dinners on Friday nights and on Shabbat morning our family would have a service in the lounge. My dad playing
guitar, and we would singing along as my mother prepared our Shabbat lunch. 
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A JOURNEY TO MY SPIRITUAL HOME
BY: JESSICA (YANA) JANTJIES



After a while I began praying and saying to God, ‘I miss shul. Please give us a car so that we can attend a shul.’ And finally we got our very first
car! It was a big deal for us. My dad went out to look for a shul. A long-time friend had given my dad a contact number of a Progressive Rabbi,
Rabbi Greg Alexander. At first we were all sceptical. A Progressive shul? We said no, this was not for us. We have heard so many bad things from
Orthodoxy about ‘the Reformers’ that it clouded our judgement. 

My father eventually mustered up some courage and he said we were going to shul. I remember it was on Rosh Hashanah, on a Monday nearing
sunset. We were driving in town looking for a shul. It started getting late and my dad said: ‘Look we are late and I think we should just head back
home.’ I protested, backed by my brothers and sister. ‘You said there was a shul in Green Point, so let’s go look for it,’ I said. We drove around
aimlessly at first until we found the shul. My father, who had walked past the Reform shul as a child probably a thousand times, suddenly turned
a corner and remembered where he had seen the shul so many times before. I was excited and nervous. But there it was, right in front of us. My
mother and I walked in together, following my father and the rest of the family. We were surprised at the number of people in shul - we had
forgotten it was Rosh Hashanah. We sat right at the back. I remember not being able to sing properly because I was so excited.

It was a night I will never forget. After the service the Rabbi shook everyone’s hand as we left. As I shook his hand he looked at me and said:
‘Hello, you’re new? Welcome.’ It was Rabbi Greg. I thought it was quite lovely that a Rabbi should take the time, after the service, to shake hands
with congregants and visitors. Since this was my very first time in a Progressive shul, I never thought we would get such a warm reception. When
we got home we felt elated. The next Friday we arrived early for service, and we’ve never looked back. We had found peace. The way we were
welcomed, never made to feel strange, never questioned but told and encouraged to become part of this loving community, was a great turning
point. No words can describe the gratitude and thanks my family has for the Progressive Jewish community for making us feel so welcome. 

Within a year my three siblings had gone to a Netzer camp. For the 10 years we were at the Orthodox shul we could not, nor were we encouraged,
to register and attend any of the Jewish camps. Here the situation was entirely different. Eric Beswick constantly called my parents and encouraged
them to send my siblings to camp. It amazed us how quickly we were made to feel at home. Never were we made to feel less Jewish, or ‘not yet’
Jewish. To Eric and the Rabbis we were all Jewish, united in faith and friendship.

My greatest thanks go to God for answering all my prayers and for never forgetting us. Through all the love we’ve received, I go back to a night,
two years ago, where I cried out to God and asked: ‘Where do I belong?’ I opened my Bible and my eyes settled on a passage in Jeremiah: ‘If you
accept me as your God, then you are my people.’ The openness and warmth we received as a family from everyone in the Reform community has
restored our faith in Judaism. My heart has been comforted and I know where my family and I belong. 

So here I am. This has been just a small part of my story and the great journey my family undertook. I look back at my solid foundation in Judaism,
where I was introducted to and grew in the culture and faith of the Jewish people, where my deep love for Israel grew and how it continues to
grow. I remain thankful to those who were pillars of strength for us and rays of hope. 

A big thank you to Netzer for giving me the opportunity to be Jewish, bringing me out of my shell and making me part of a family. Thank you
Elohim. Thank you to Rabbis Greg, Malcolm and Richard who unfailingly continued to show kindness to us as they welcomed and enlightened
us. Thank you to the Progressive Jewish community, especially Eric, for setting such a great example and for raising the bar so high in what is
truly the essence of what it means to be Jewish.

A quote that I’ve heard many times in Rabbi Malcolm’s shiurim resonates with me. It comes from Deuteronomy 10:19: “So you too, must show
love to strangers, for you yourselves were once strangers in Egypt.”

My name is Jessica (Yona) Jantjies, and I have found my home.
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T
he first suburbs in Johannesburg that had concentrations of Jews were the legendary Doornfontein, Bertrams and Judith’s Paarl to the East
of the city, and Mayfair and Fordsburg to the West. Now there is nothing remotely Jewish there except for the Lion shul in Doornfontein
which most people attend more through sentiment than any other reason. Beit Street was once the centre of Jewish life from Joubert Park
at the West end to the Ellis Park swimming baths in the East. The Alhambra, strangely enough a Spanish-Moorish name, and the Apollo,

a Greek name, were the cinemas which attracted the younger set. Today the Alhambra, after a brief life as a live theatre, and the Apollo are both
long gone. Food shops like Crystal Confectionery, Fehler & Flax and Wachenheimers - that delighted many a palate - are also gone. Doornfontein
School, where many a young mind was unhinged, has disappeared under the University of Johannesburg and although Jewish Government long
ago changed its name, it is probably years since any Jewish child went there.

The language of Beit Street used to be Yiddish; today hardly anyone there would understand a word of it. Judaism and Yiddishkeit have gone up
the ridge overlooking Doornfontein and established themselves further North in Glenhazel. If a person wanted lokshen soup, kichel, chopped
herring or hot beef on rye, he would not find it anywhere in Doornfontein. He would find it in the North-Eastern suburbs - The Shtetl - which is now
the heartland of the community. There are about 60 places of Jewish worship in Johannesburg and most of them are here except for a few in
areas such as Greenside, Emmarentia, Victory Park, Cyrildene and Sandton. There is the original Progressive Reform shul, Temple Israel in Hillbrow
struggling against the odds to keep going, helped by Reeva Forman’s valiant efforts. There is Beit Emanuel in Parktown and Bet David in Sandton,
both outside the North-Eastern shtetl. A Conservative Congregation is inside the shtetl - the remnant of the once mighty Temple Shalom.

It is in the North-East that the voices that one would hear would be the fast disappearing Yiddish accents of our parents and grandparents; also
the flat South African vowels mixed with that accent peculiar to a King David education, particularly among the girls. One will also pick up the
guttural pronunciation of the increasing numbers of Israelis living here. This all adds to the Jewish atmosphere. The North-Eastern suburbs of
Johannesburg are the most Jewish - Glenhazel, Highlands North, Norwood, Linksfield, Bramley, Kew, Gresswold, and Lyndhurst to name some
of them. Others like Killarney, Houghton and Orange Grove have something Jewish about them. To the north of the city there are Greenside,
Emmarentia and Sandton. Berea and Yeoville were once Jewish but no longer are.

Then there are areas of Johannesburg that are definitely not Jewish. The South certainly is not, nor is the West - think about Crosby, Triomph and
Westdene. Mayfair once had a wonderful Jewish presence but not any more. To the East there is Kensington … but no. Seldom a Hebrew goes
there. Then one considers the shopping centres. As CNN would have said, the sounds and sights of Norwood Mall would make it the most Jewish
of all in feeling and ambience. Even those that are not Jewish in that area, have a ‘Jewish feel to them’. Balfour Park once had something Jewish
about it, but that seems to have migrated as well. Killarney has a Jewish feel about it, too, and to a lesser extent so does Sandton. Yeoville certainly
did for a long time, but that is now long gone. But Fourways definitely is not Jewish, nor is Eastgate, Westgate, Northgate or Southgate. 

Rosebank could pass possibly and at one time, not all that long ago Saturday nights were spent in Rosebank for coffee. However tea is more
Jewish, so is red wine. Rum, gin, beer and cane spirits definitely are not Jewish. Whisky and brandy? Well, yes and no - but probably no. Pick
‘n Pay in Norwood is Jewish but Pick ‘n Pay in Kensington is not. Chicken soup is very Jewish but not consommé, onion soup or minestrone.
Cheesecake is Jewish, carrot cake possibly, but not Black Forest cake. Hot Cross buns are certainly not! Red horseradish is Jewish but white
is not. Braais weren’t Jewish but are becoming more so. Sprinkling beer on the braaing meat is not. In any case Jewish men don’t cook except
occasionally at a braai, but the wife or the maid takes over before the meat is burnt. Boerewors is out. Even kosher boerewors doesn’t sound right!

Jewish men do not work in the garden, certainly they do not mow the lawn, nor do they spend the weekends lying under their cars relining the
brakes. Jewish men don’t use a power drill and very few have tool boxes. They don’t have screwdrivers and they try to change a plug by using
the end of a knife, and then afterwards they call the electrician in. Some electricians are Jewish, so are some plumbers, but very few. Nor would
there be many house painters or bricklayers. I wonder if there are any Jewish policemen?

No, Jewish boys follow their parents’ advice and become doctors - or lawyers if they can’t stand the sight of blood. Jewish boys take B.Comm
degrees at varsity before going into dad’s business or opening up their own banks.

Jewish women go to aerobics and gym and many have their own personal trainers. If they do not, then they would like to. The sentences of young
Jewish girls are full of words such as ‘like’, ‘amazing’ ‘stunning’ ‘perfect’ and they also use Afrikaans words like lekker, lag, skaam. When anything
surprises them they say ‘oh my gard!’ Later, when they are older and married they talk about ‘my gynae’.

Once kugels were exclusively Jewish girls but now this contribution to Johannesburg fashion has spread to others, both black and white. Their
male counterparts, the bagels, wear their shirts unbuttoned so that they can display a long gold chain. A gold Magen David hanging at the bottom
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A ‘HUMOROUS’ LOOK AT THE
JEWS OF JOHANNESBURG

BY: LIONEL SLIER



of the chain isn’t obligatory, nor is a hairy chest, but both are desirable. Definitely required are a late model Bee-em and the newest, iPhone which
has to be in constant use. Also they can boast about its ‘apps’. They greet their friends with, ‘Owzit, my china?’

Sport
Bowls is definitely Jewish, tennis played with aggression could be, but there are some sports that are definitely not: netball, hockey, swimming,
football and rugby. Okay. We all know that there have been 10 Jewish rugby Springboks but who can name all 10? In any case being at the
bottom of a rugby scrum is certainly not the place for a nice Jewish boy. Jews do not ride motor bikes either. They would not be able to explain it
to their mothers if they did. Nor do Jews go to public swimming baths. They either have their own pool, or go to their brother-in-law’s.

Young Jewish mothers spend their early mornings taking their children to school and if there is a lift scheme then every mother would prefer to be
the driver. The afternoons are spent schlepping - to extra maths lessons, to fetching the son from football and taking him to judo and/or Hebrew
lessons. Girls are taken to Spanish dancing. Mom’s taxi is not a joke; it is a fact of life. Part of the compensation is being able to moan about it,
but she would not change it for anything.

Well remembered is the Jewish thirty-something who came to Johannesburg from Durban and asked to see the Big Five. When told that she
should have gone to the Kruger Park, she explained patiently that she was referring to Sandton, Hyde Park, Melrose Arch, Rosebank and Killarney
…. Malls!

With 60 000 Jews living in Johannesburg - two out of three in South Africa - and mostly concentrated in the North-East, it is perhaps inevitable
that the notion of a Jewish Johannesburg is a reality. Jews have always felt secure here in their Judaism and in themselves. From the beginnings
in 1886 Jews have been involved as citizens and as Jews and have made their contribution, and, no doubt, always will.

Contact: Andrea on 083 760 0482

CASH paid for:
Antiques and Collectables

Jewellery - Gold, silver and costume

Furniture - Antique, new and second-hand

Paintings - Masters, South African artists and other good works of art

Silver - Hallmarked silver, silver plated and EPNS

China and Porcelain - Royal Doulton, Moorcroft, Royal Albert, etc

Household and Office Goods - Fridges, TVs, etc

We will collect at no charge.
No hidden costs • No commission • Just cash in your pocket



Most boys are car mad. From the time they are babies, boys can always be
seen playing with one model car or another. And as they grow up, the cars
get bigger as does their fascination with them. Sheridan Renfield, owner of

Sedgefield Classic Cars, spoke to Madeleine Rose-Hicklin about the World of Classic
Cars and his involvement in the vintage car movement in South Africa.

Madeleine: Your involvement with the vintage car movement in South Africa goes
back many years. You are accredited as being quite an authority in this field, but
where did the love for these ‘Grand Old Ladies’ come from?
Sheridan: As a youngster always I loved cars. All kinds of cars of all shapes and
sizes. My room was filled with every kind of model car you could imagine. It was
always a passion of mine and today my study at home is still filled with dinky cars
and ‘specialty’ cars of every description. And my sons Anthony, Trevor and Jonathan
share that passion - to a greater or lesser degree. Granted their passion is with the
more modern cars, but when my son Anthony and his family made a recent trip to
the US, they went to all the car museums they could find … many of which were ‘off
the beaten track’ to the average US traveler. But I fell in love with the Grand Old Ladies
when I was still in my 20s - and that’s a few years ago, I can tell you. 

I was attracted to vintage cars because of their style and their classic lines. It wasn’t
something I inherited from my parents or my grandparents. None of my grandparents
‘gave’ me one of their old cars. I just found the shapes of the cars appealing and the
era they represented fascinated me. They were elegant, refined and … beautiful. They
spoke of quality, high quality, and they represented a time when life didn’t rush past
you - the pace of life was slower, the quality of the craftsmanship of the vehicle was
outstanding … the world was a better place. It just drew me in and appealed to me.
During World War II vehicles were not produced for the consumer market and
manufacturers concentrated their production solely on the war effort. Collectible vehicles
after this period are known as the Post-45 War category with cut-off dates determined
individually by the various Vintage Car Clubs. For example some clubs have an
eligibility date based on a vehicle being more than 25 years old, and when I became
interested in collecting old vehicles in the 1970s, the acceptable year of manufacture
for a classic car was only up to the early ‘50s. The various categories for Classic Cars
are a world ruling through FIVA and do not alter, and they are: 
Up to 1910: Antique
1911 to 1918: Veteran
1919 to 1930: Vintage
1931 to 1942: Post-vintage

In the early ‘70s, the American Muscle Cars of the ‘60s - the Ford Mustangs, for
example - were not even considered as collectible vehicles. In the ‘90s you could
purchase an excellent Mustang V8 for less than R10 000.00. Today, these cars are
in such demand their values have soared to over R350 000.00. My first classic
vehicle was a 1940 Chevrolet Master DeLuxe that I paid R200.00 for in running order!
I spent a further R650.00 on a full restoration - including professional paintwork,
upholstery restoration, carpeting, chrome plating, wiring, tyres, and registration. I
washed and polished that car every weekend, and drove around and completed
countless rallies in it for 17 years before finally selling it for R20 000.00. Today that
car - in good condition - would fetch anything upwards of R140 000.00. Similarly, I
bought the 1933 Plymouth Coupe and 1933 Pontiac Straight 8 Sedan in the mid-
‘70s for R2 500.00 and R3 000.00 respectively. Today, you could get in the region
of about R180 000.00 for each of them, if they are in good condition.
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INSIDE THE WORLD OF CLASSIC 
AND VINTAGE CARS

BY: MADELEINE ROSE-HICKLIN



Madeleine: That sounds like a good business proposition. But it soon became more
than a weekend hobby for you. How did that happen?
Sheridan: There was an old car club that my wife Barbara and I became involved
with. Called the Piston Ring Club, it held monthly meetings in Modderfontein and we
became regulars. In 1976, I was elected chairman of the club when we only had
about 100 club members and Barbara and I poured our hearts and souls into that
club for 21 years. When I stood down as chairman in 1997 when we relocated to
Sedgefield (slower pace, life doesn’t just rush past you) Piston Ring boasted a
membership of over 1 000, people from all walks of life who had a common bond:
a love for old cars and an enthusiasm and passion for the ‘Grand Old Ladies’ of the
road.

The Piston Ring worked on a basis of 25 years and older eligibility, and in the ‘70s it
was most fashionable to search for classics manufactured prior to the World War II:
Ford Model As, Austin 7s, Morris 8s, Chevrolets and Hudsons. From sedans to
coupes, two-door roadsters and four-door Phaetons with folding soft-tops. We even
had some commercial pick-ups and motorcycles - these were highly sought after. The
variety of enthusiast was matched only by the variety of vehicle they chose to show.
Today, the American Muscle V8 coupes, Jaguar E-Types, Austin Healeys, MGBs and
Alfa Spiders, LDVs of the ‘50s, comprise a good range of collectible vehicles. Yes the
times have changed on the choice of old classics, but every now and then, and true
‘Petrol Head’ needs to change his toys!

Madeleine: You and Barbara established a formidable name for yourselves in the
competitive side of the old car movement. Tell me about that.
Sheridan: We participated in endless club rallies and national events, touring
throughout South Africa. The rallies began as club rallies around Johannesburg on
Saturday afternoons. Then we progressed to three-day events, and on to major national
rallies, competing in events throughout South Africa. One event in particular that we
really made our own was the highly-popular Annual Milligan four-day run that was
based in Port Elizabeth. The 800km route went in and around East London and the
Garden Route. 

Speed precision was the utmost requirement on these events. Rally organisers
calculated a schedule between point A and point B. Your vehicle speed instruments
were blocked off (covered with masking tape and the like) and your navigator - in
our case, my wife, Barbara - have to accurately calculate the speed at which I had to
travel as well as ensuring we traveled on the correct route. Strategically placed
marshals along the daily routes clocked your time of passing a control, and you
accumulated errors based on 1 point for every second that you were either late or
early, according to a calculated schedule. Barbara managed to navigate and ensure
we were on the correct route, and that she read and correctly identified the clues such
as signboards, overhead wires, farm gates, concrete dams, for example, along the
way. She had to ensure that we reached the given points at the correct times - having
driven at the correct speed - as indicated on the route schedule.

As the driver, I had to ensure we progressed as accurately as possible at these given
speeds to correspond with the calculated times for the speed change clues when found.
We devised a complicated system of checking a stopwatch against the kilometre posts
on the side of the road. For example at 60km/hour, it would take one minute to travel
1km. If there were no kilometre posts for guidance, then you set the stopwatch and
counted 84 white lines on the road surface, which would be equal 1km distance. For
even further speed accuracy, you could time yourself against the kilo posts, as well
as check yourself against 42 or 21 white lines, which was equivalent to half or a
quarter of a kilometre. For this you needed several stopwatches, a speed table’s book
to check on times required at various speeds against a kilometre distance. At the same
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time, your navigator had to check the Master Clock corresponding to your actual travelling time, check for the speed change clues per calculated
times on the route schedule, keep you on the correct route, and at the end of day, trust you had an enjoyable run without any mishaps. Most of
all, these old cars had to deliver reliability - and the more the old vehicles were used, the fewer problems they ever gave! But any mechanical
problems or a flat tyre along the route, and you were immediately blown out of any success on these events. Where you were dependent on the
highest of accuracy to get the minimum errors at the marshal points passed during the event, you needed absolute precision and dependability
on your navigator, your speed skills, and above all, a good running vehicle. Over a 200 Kilometre route, there could be on average eight to 10
marshal points, and you needed to achieve at least five seconds maximum penalty and less per marshal, in order to score well for the day. 

Madeleine: That sounds like far too much hard work for me. Did you enjoy it? Did you ever argue?
Sheridan: [Laughs] Look, it took us a few years to really get the system under our belt, but we made a good team. Arguments? A-plenty, but the
incredible winning record we notched made up for it. We were fortunate to win most local club events, every National Title going, and we won the
most sought after Milligan Rally title eight times. We were runners-up on the 1986 Total World FIVA International Rally, by a mere difference in
points of only two seconds!

Madeleine: Aside from the obvious pleasure of winning, what was the one thing that kept you on the rally circuit for so long?
Sheridan: The camaraderie that existed between competitors from all over South Africa was superb. We made friends on those rallies that we still
cherish today, and we carry really fond memories of friends who have since passed on. We enjoyed visiting the magnificent attractions that South
Africa has to offer, and did it in cars of yesteryear. The full joy from owning one of those ‘Grand Old Ladies’ came from participating in club and
national rallies as well as touring our wonderful countryside in grand old style.
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A
s with many other aspects of South African life, the influence that Jews have had
in motorsport is amazing - given that so few have been involved. The best known
is Jody Scheckter but many others have played an eminent role as competitors,
administrators and organisers. 

Jody Scheckter was born on January 29, 1950, in East London, where his father owned
a Renault dealership. Jody worked there as engineering apprentice and learned to drive
when he was quite young, but only knew one speed: flat-out. In 1970 he won the South
African Formula Ford series and with it the Driver To Europe scholarship. 

With his prize - £300 cash and air tickets  - Jody set out to become the best driver in the
world. That was always his goal, but the route he took to achieving it was at first strewn
with wreckage and many wondered if he would survive. In 1972, McLaren agreed to run
a third M19 alongside Denny Hulme and Peter Revson for the last round at Watkins Glen.
It was a remarkable F1 debut. Jody qualified on the third row ahead of newly-crowned
World Champion, Emerson Fittipaldi, and at the start he shot into third place. At half
distance he was fourth behind Stewart, Cevert and Hulme when a sudden shower of rain
blew across the circuit. Jody was the first to drive into it and spun into the dirt. It took two
laps for him to restart, but he brought the car home in ninth place, and his best lap was
the second quickest of the race, a fifth of a second slower than Stewart. Jody’s career
culminated with his becoming the only South African to win the World F1 Championship.

Ian Scheckter participated in 20 Formula 1 World Championship Grands Prix, debuting
on 30 March 1974 but scored no championship points. In domestic racing, however, in
two spells as a full time competitor, Ian dominated the championship, winning 49 races
and equaling John Love and Dave Charlton's tally of six championships.

Arnold Chatz was extremely successful during his racing career as a saloon car racer,
and in retirement remains actively involved in the administration of motorsport. He was a
long-standing member of the MSA National Court of Appeal and the Northern Regions
Motorsport Committee, and regularly officiated as steward at National events at AA
Kyalami. 

Johannesburg-born Eddie Keizan is a former racing driver who raced in three World
Championship Formula One Grands Prix during the 1970s, debuting on 3 March 1973.
He scored no championship points. After success in South Africa driving saloons and
sports cars, Keizan moved into Formula 5000 where he won the national championship,
and after Formula One, he raced in touring cars.

Steven and Monica Solomon had a 50-year ‘golden era’ in motorsport. Steven started as
a marshal in 1962 and both he and Monica were involved in every aspect of motorsport,
from organising to competing to administering - all with great success. Steven competed
in regional and national events, winning Provincial colours as a driver. Monica, who was
fortunate enough to be invited to compete in two international events, won Provincial
colours as a navigator. Support for their efforts came from many fellow South African Jews,
among them Mike Clingman, Bernard Shull, Adrian Diamond and Robin and Mervyn
Goodman. The pinnacle of Steven’s motorsport career came when he was elected
chairman of the Board of Motorsport South Africa. Until the end of 2012 he was still
involved as an advisor, thus ending his contribution of 50 years to the sport. Both he and
Monica have been honoured by Motorsport South Africa, the Transvaal Motorcycle and
Car Club, the Rand Motoring Club and Sports Car Club of South Africa for their contribution
to Motorsport. They were instrumental in founding the Blind Navigators Rally Club and

A SNAPSHOT OF SOUTH AFRICAN
JEWS IN MOTORSPORT

BY: STEVEN SOLOMON
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organised many championship events for them for a number of years. This unique form
of motorsport existed only in South Africa but was acknowledged by the FIA as a major
contributor to bringing the sport to the visually impaired. Steven was very involved in the
transformation of motorsport from a volunteer administrative organisation into the
professional federation it is today by assisting with its Articles and internal regulations.

Selwyn Nathan was another very influential person in motorsport’s transformation. He
was the facilitator of Vodacom’s involvement in the sponsorship which enabled motorsport
to obtain widespread TV coverage. He also served on MSA’s board for many years.

Tandy Sinclair had a successful career as a competitor, but after a number of years inside
the car she opted to concentrate on the organisational side. She holds clerk of the course
licences to organise international motorbike and motocross events, South African National
road races and rallies, to act as an international steward and technical advisor, and was
instrumental in compiling exam papers for future organisers. 

Mike Clingman has also given 50 years of service to the sport. He began as a competitor
in both racing and rallying, and became an A-grade racing clerk of the course, officiating
at all levels including international events. Mike served on the Motorsport Council, the
highest body in the amateur days, before becoming a member of the board and served
for many years. Mike is still on the National Court of Appeal which is the final court in the
sport’s judicial system.

Bruce Joelson featured in the images on the left, started his career in motorsport in the
late 1970s, competing in track racing, drag racing and off-road racing. In 1982 he
decided to try his hand in the famous ‘Roof of Africa Rally’. Inexperienced in off-road racing
he invited a great friend from the USA to come over and drive. His name is Malcolm Smith,
a world famous off-road bike racer who had switched to cars around about the same
time. Malcolm had already won this rally on a motorcycle the year before. Bruce acted as
navigator in a two-seater Chenoweth rally car and won the event - becoming the very first
two-seater to win. Elna Sewing Machine Company sponsored the biggest motorcycling
racing series in South Africa - the South African Super Bike Championship - and, in addition
to the series sponsorship, they also sponsored Dave Petersen, the current South African
Champion in the series at that time. Bruce went on to become a class winner in endurance
racing and motorcycle economy runs.

Peter Lindenberg has been a successful competitor for many years.  Best known for his
involvement in the Gosforth Park racetrack, it was at this venue that he introduced a
number of innovative categories, the most important being the one which encouraged
road dragsters to compete legally. Peter is now the organiser of the Historic Racing Register
which has events throughout the country.

Mervyn Goodman was chairman of the Blind Navigator’s Rally Club for many years. His
enthusiastic support saw the club grow to a membership of around 50. His untiring efforts
in getting drivers ensured that all interested navigators were able to compete. He also
spent a great deal of his spare time looking after his son, Robin’s, rally car.

Mandy Taubkin made a valuable contribution to the safety of motorsport in South Africa.
A paramedic who devoted a great deal of time to the sport, she was instrumental in
introducing many medical procedures to circuit racing which included the medical centres
and on-track treatment. She was also involved in the training of other paramedics and
marshals.

These are some of the Jews whose contribution to motorsport has been invaluable. There
have been many others, too many to mention, who have been involved over the years.
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Among South African Jewry and Israelis living in South Africa, womenfolk voiced their displeasure
about being treated differently by secular organisations during 2012. There was a concerted
campaign, sparked by the planned all-male entertainment line-up for Yom Ha’atzmaut and continued

through the year. It saw Orthodox and Progressive women standing side-by-side in protest and even making
a video protest together.

That protest video was admired by arguably the world’s best-known fighter for equal rights for women in
Judaism, Anat Hoffman. This truly remarkable woman was the guest of the SAUPJ and keynote speaker at
their fabulous 80th Anniversary in June 2012. I first spoke to Anat Hoffman back in January 2010 after
she had been arrested for the umpteenth time for davening at the Kotel. I was immediately impressed by
Anat - both as a passionate person and as an even more passionate torch-bearer for a cause she felt so
strongly about.

It was abundantly clear to me that there was a lot more to this Anat Hoffman than just her ‘antics’ one read about at the Kotel every Rosh Chodesh
- and as the founder of the aptly-named Woman of the Wall (NeShot HaKotel) organisation. In first researching - and then following - Anat’s
career, I found out that she was, if you will pardon the expression, ‘one heck of a gal’ in so many respects. Maybe, more than anything in that she
didn’t want to be a ‘gal’ at all. That isn’t to say that Anat wants to be masculine, anything but, she is feminine to the extreme. What she does want
- actually what she demands - is to be considered a person of equal standing.

After returning to Israel Anat went about doing what she does every month - davening with other women at the Kotel every Rosh Chodesh. But it
seemed that 2012 was going to become a very confrontational year for her. After she fought and won the women-to-the-back-of-the-bus fiasco,
she seemed to become a target, being arrested on countless occasions, spending nights in jail and even being dragged - shackled - into court.
This finally resulted in a decision, on 26 December 2012, when Bibi orders a ‘Kotel rethink’. Enjoy the Anat Hoffman and Brenda Stern chat. I
know I did.

IN CONVERSATION WITH ANAT HOFFMAN
BY: ANT KATZ AND BRENDA STERN

Israeli activist and feminist Anat Hoffman was in South Africa as the keynote speaker at the SAUPJ’s 80th Anniversary Conference in June 2012.
Rather than a conventional interview, MyShtetl chose to use a different format - Anat Hoffman In Conversation With local feminist/activist Brenda
Stern. MyShtetl publisher, Ant Katz, was the ‘fly on the wall’ in the conversation and transcribed the amazing text. ‘This format allows for a much

deeper insight into the issues being discussed,’ he said afterwards. ‘It is far more informative than would be a normal interview. I could never have
achieved such success on my own.’

So, Who is Anat Hoffman?
Anat Hoffman is the world-renowned Israeli activist, executive director of Israel Religious Action Centre (IRAC), the legal and advocacy arm of the
Reform Movement in Israel. She is also the chair of the Women of the Wall (Neshot HaKotel) and is credited with having brought down Israel’s
Goliath telephone monopoly. She previously served on the Jerusalem City Council for 14 years where she stood in opposition to the policies of the
city’s right-wing and ultra-Orthodox administration. Her keynote address at the SAUPJ Conference was on ‘Progressive Judaism in Action’. She is
currently facing a possible six-month prison term for … Praying At The Kotel. IRAC was also behind the seven-year long lawsuit that culminated
last week in the historic agreement by the Israeli State to pay Reform and Conservative Rabbi in Councils as they do their Orthodox counterparts,
thus further enhancing equality in Israel for Jewish communities of all streams. 

After years of IRAC’s chipping away at the bus segregation problem last year Israel’s Supreme Court deemed the practice illegal. Hoffman regularly
leads ‘Freedom Rides’ in which women sit at the front of gender-segregated buses to ensure that the Court decision is upheld. ‘We have 13 lawsuits
against bus companies for not enforcing the law, and it’s been very effective,’ says Hoffman. She has dedicated her adult life to the Jewish principle
of Tikkun Olam, which literally means repairing the world. Hoffman has served on the Boards of the Israel Women’s Network, the Association for
Civil Rights in Israel, and many other Israeli organisations for social change. Among the subjects close to her heart are: social justice, religious
pluralism, Jewish-Arab co-existence, and equal rights for women and minorities.
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So, who is Brenda Stern?
Brenda grew up in Bloemfontein and studied Law at the University of the Witwatersrand (Wits) where she was very actively involved in student
politics. She was twice elected as SAUJS national chairperson and was the vice-president of the first non-racial SRC at Wits. Brenda was the
youngest person ever elected to the Board of Deputies and served on both the Gauteng and Cape Boards. Her planned one-year stay in London
in 1999, to do her Masters in International Trade Law, turned into 11 years and she returned home in May 2010. She is well-known for her act
of whistle-blowing on corruption and mismanagement that eventually led to the demise of her employer, ex-London Mayor Ken Livingston. 

She returned to South Africa in 2010 - and quickly became active in South African Jewish Communal affairs. She did a stint working for Israel’s
Department of Foreign Affairs before returning to the business world. Most recently she appeared on the SACRED video after South African women
spoke out against Communal organisations decisions to ban women from singing at secular Community events.

Brenda: What is happening in the South African Jewish Community today, for example the exclusion of women from secular Communal events is
very different to what has previously been a much more inclusive and even respectful culture. We in the Galut seem to be emulating the worst of
the extremism and intolerance of some sections of Israeli society.
Anat: If demonisation of sections of the community by the Orthodox is happening there could be a backlash by the youth. Do you see any signs
of that?
Brenda: Not necessarily a backlash, but certainly alienation. Many of the South African Jewish community can be quite blinkered. There is definitely
a disconnect between the experience of women, Progressive Jews and the LGBT Jews within the Shtetl - and the prevailing South African culture
of human rights. BH we have full freedom to be Jewish in this country - but within our own community it is harder to be whatever Jew you want
to be. We have a great Constitution and yet it isn’t reflected in spirit or deed within our own community.
Anat: I know, I have been reading it since I arrived.
Brenda: So yes, there is a backlash of sorts, but in different forms and from different sectors. It is coming from the unaffiliated, the younger generation,
the disconnected - from all streams. Essentially it’s mostly located within a political environment. Israel is at the centre of the debate. There are
people saying: ‘I don’t need to prescribe to this rigid definition. It doesn’t create the space for me to express myself Jewishly or as a Zionist or a
Jewish XYZ.’
Anat: The Progressive movement is creating the space. The SACRED video has created some very disturbing comments … I loved the video, it has
had worldwide ramifications. The video deals with misogyny - but I have one complaint, Jews should always have a funny aspect, I found it all
a bit too serious. That is actually the only aspect of the otherwise deeply offensive ‘yodelling’ article with which I agreed, we should be able to
laugh and find humour even in the darkest of circumstances.
Brenda: The more I see the responses and comments by so-called ‘leaders’ in our community, the more angry - and alienated - I and
others become. We are failing people who don’t relate to the kind of dicta coming out of the community structures which are just increasingly
unrepresentative and out of touch with the majority (perhaps less vocal) sections of the South African Jewish community.
Anat: Sometimes it’s better to be angry than to be silenced. When my microphone was turned off by the authorities, I would pull out my
megaphone.
Brenda: How do you deal with the challenge of balancing the responsibilities of your political life and your family life?
Anat: More important than any other decision one can make [as a woman going into politics] is making sure that you are supported by your
family. That will determine how far you can go in politics. Another piece of advice … Choose whom you marry, your success very much depends
on it! I could never be a ringmaster because - the rule for a ringmaster is to always be in one ring at a time - but that didn’t work for me. I couldn’t
be a mother only or a politician only. My advice would be … if I had another life to live … I would create the ‘Hoffman flexibility level’ - how you
will be allowed to define yourself.
Brenda: Using your ringmaster analogy, we have to leave part of us behind when we step from the political ring into the family ring. There are very
few men who have a robust enough ego to accommodate successful women …
Anat: [cuts in] Accommodate? No, no, he should CELEBRATE! He should carry her suitcases when she travels!
Brenda: You constantly battle the State to reflect the equality of all her citizens, but education around equality must surely start in the home with
our children from a young age? We don’t teach them the rich diversity inherent in our history, how Miriam sang .... ?
Anat: I heard someone say on radio recently that Miriam actually used the tambourine to drown out the (other) women singing. The Torah says
Rebecca ‘went to look for God’. I don’t know one interpreter who agrees. Can you believe that in 2 000 years of Jewish interpretation, you will not
find once where Rebecca is acknowledged as having spoken to God directly? Vatelech vidrosh et A-donai - The Torah, however, is very clear on this
issue. Hebrew is a gender-based language and the Hebrew is very clear - it uses the feminine term of ‘you’, ‘lah’ - when Rebecca approached
Hashem. And again we come back to this issue of how we are interpreting our history and texts. It is not an exclusive domain.
Brenda: What would we say if our hero Judge Deborah was silenced today?
Anat: She is not our hero, she’s mine and yours. Rachel is ‘our’ hero - for 40 years she didn’t see her husband (Rabbi Akiva) as she had sacrificed
herself to his study. This suits the powers that be. They make her the hero.
Brenda: In the end it comes down to deciding between choice and conditioning. What was the catalyst for you, the point at which you said: “I am
not going to accept this anymore!”
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Anat: It all came from being my brother’s sister. He was very clever and well behaved. Whatever I did, wherever I went, it was always ‘Why can’t
you do as well as him?’ or ‘Why can’t you be as good as he is?’ As a result I had to resort to something to empower myself, and I chose swimming.
I became an Israeli swimming champion in nine different events. This led to UCLA offering me a bursary. I competed for UCLA in the 100m and
200m freestyle and the 200m medley.
Brenda: So that is where your perfect American accent comes from. I couldn’t connect the Californian accent with the Sabra.
Anat: No, I spent five years there. The first year was devoted to learning English. The language lab offered me whatever accent I wanted, a Southern
accent, Texan - I could have chosen anything. But last night, after just one Gin and Tonic, my accent disappeared. I spoke English like an Israeli.
[Laughs]
Brenda: This is not your first trip to South Africa?
Anat: No, I was here for Limmud a few years ago.
Brenda: So you are familiar with the senseless discrimination that creates such division within this small community, unfortunately something not
unfamiliar to Progressive and Reform Jews in South Africa. The difference in Israel is that you have a democratic process and structure to hold
accountable, namely the Israeli Government and State.
Anat: Of course. But the way to grow is to focus on your strengths - ignore attempts by the Orthodox to humiliate you. In Israel we are up against
the State and the establishment, and yet we have managed to build six shuls at the State’s expense in the last few years. I want young Israelis
to become riveted by what we can offer them. IRAC fights for all minorities - we fight for religious freedom and against racism and religious
extremism.
Brenda: What do you think is a major internal threat facing us as a Jewish people that we need to address?
Anat: It bothers me that we resist diversity. The fact that we have a monopoly in Israel - and I see South Africa has it too - is a concern. It weakens
communities, it limits choice, it is fundamentally discriminatory and un-Jewish. Israel’s democratic values are weakening and I am worried that
women’s voices are being silenced - in politics, in the army, and in every aspect of life in Israel. In our fight against hate and religious extremism,
we find that there is a difference between Israel and South Africa. In Israel, it seems that some Rabbis are above the law and we work hard to hold
them accountable for their actions. We (IRAC) are in court 60 times a year - can you believe that? More than once a week we are in court.
Brenda: The world is different today - when I was growing up the choices were different - today, kids can be anything. When I grew up, the idea
that I could become a Rabbi was unheard of.
Anat: A key message I like to put out there is that anything is possible. That even if you think you can’t be a Rabbi, and that you can’t take on the
establishment, YOU CAN! What people need to understand is that life is like chess. The idea in chess is that every pawn can move six spaces, so
then every pawn could become a Queen. With all due respect to the King - it is the Queen who has the flexibility to determine the outcome of the
game
Brenda: I want young women to read this conversation and say to themselves: ‘Hey, I can be any kind of Jew I want to be, there are choices.’
Hopefully there are some super smart young South African Jews who have read this article and are as inspired by you as I have been! Hopefully
they finish this article and say - ‘I want to go to Israel and I want to intern at IRAC.’ You are a role model to so many women and men, an inspiration
of Jewish courage and chesed. Thank you for the privilege of sharing your story and for your generosity of spirit and thought!

Introducing the new executive director of SACRED,
Janine Shamos

Janine began working with SACRED on 01 August and had this to say about her new appointment:

‘Standing up for what is right is a sacred obligation’ (Rabbi Don Goor). Raised with a strong sense of awe
and the belief in the values of Judaism and human rightsI have always ‘fought’ the human fight - against stigma,
oppression and discrimination in all its forms. It is an honour and a challenge for me to be appointed as executive
director of an organisation that I hope will help us continue the progress and development of our faith and our
country. 

I am looking forward to growing SACRED as an organisation with a voice, and a heart. As the Talmud says: ‘We
perceive the world the way we see it, not the way it is’ - as the executive director, I plan to make that perception
one of strength and honour. Judaism emphasises ethical behaviour and we have the ability to partner with God to
re-create the world as a beautiful place where there is room for everyone.

I look forward to connecting with you all.
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O
ne could be forgiven for thinking that the notion of a ‘progressive’ Judaism was somewhat redundant these days, particularly in South
Africa. After all, we pride ourselves on having one of the most progressive constitutions in the world, and one hardly needs to be Jewish
in order to support the ideals of equality and social justice enshrined within it. Most of our so-called ‘Jewish’ values are not unfamiliar
to the rest of the world while we - let’s face it - are not above disregarding these same values when they happen to contradict our short-

term needs. In this context it is by no means insignificant to question the extent to which our religious affiliation affects - or should affect - our
approach to the social, political and economic issues of our daily existence. 

Take the environment - please! As a committed carnivore driving a gas-guzzling Dodge and highly skeptical of anthropogenic theories of global
warming, there is little chance of anyone mistaking me for an earth-worshipping, granola-eating tree-hugger. Yet I can easily support the anti-fur
campaign, eat only dolphin-friendly tuna and sign endless petitions to outlaw whaling as being the product of a society in which these points of
view are generally acclaimed. But none of that has anything to do with Judaism, Progressive or otherwise. So when talking about environmentalism
in a Jewish context we cannot content ourselves with the usual condemnations of seal-hunting or the advocacy of recycling, since these issues
are already promoted quite adequately without requiring a religious justification. This means that the challenge for us Jews in addressing an issue
like environmentalism lies less in the advancement of a practical agenda and more in finding an  insightful connection between our socially-bred
ideological position on the issue and our Jewish identity. Put another way, it is not our Judaism which should be informing our environmentalism,
but our environmentalism which should serve to enhance our practice of Judaism.

This idea brings us inexorably, if rather incongruously, to a consideration of the nature of Progressive Judaism. Specifically, it recalls the primary
way in which Progressive Judaism differs from Orthodoxy and can be summarised as follows: Orthodox Judaism holds fast to the idea of a single,
perfect divine revelation; Progressive Judaism opines that our increasing social evolution naturally advances our understanding of the divine,
necessitating a continuous adaptation of our religion. Thus an Orthodox reading of the Torah cannot condemn something portrayed as lawful,
whereas a Progressive reading would see those laws as a manifestation of a more primitive world. For us then, the understanding of the Torah is
a constant, on-going process reflecting the living and constantly-evolving relationship between us and God. 

Relating all this back to environmentalism, we can equally see how a greater sensitivity to our role in the world must necessarily bleed into our
understanding and practice of Judaism. Because we know better than those in ages past, we have a responsibility to do better as a consequence.
Similarly in other issues we cannot rely on literalist readings of ancient texts to justify our prejudices and hostility to others, but must instead
proceed based on a more enlightened humanist tradition we know to be more right. From environmentalism we also learn to think in the long term,
recognising that selfish behaviour for immediate gain can lead to terrible consequences in years, decades and even centuries to come. From this
perspective we can at last understand the Torah’s admonition regarding the sins of the fathers being visited upon the children not as a threat but
rather a warning against the unforeseen aftereffects of our own actions. Current debate around genetically-modified crops that also cannot be used
to produce seeds for subsequent plantings, teaches a crucial lesson about the peril of placing profits before people. The efforts by polluters to
market themselves as ‘environmentally-friendly’ reminds us that we should strive to be good rather than merely look good. 

Contemplating the first verb in the Torah, translated as ‘to create’ but literally meaning ‘to form by cutting’, Jewish sages concluded that it could
only refer to God creating the world by cutting off a piece of Himself - meaning that the world itself is part of God. Baruch Spinoza would eventually
develop this idea into a full-blown pantheism for which he was - criminally - excommunicated. Whether we accept this odd notion or not, it serves
to remind us that all things are interconnected. The Jewish view of God as engaged in a living relationship with all of us means that there can be
no separation between our religious faith and our daily lives. The one should inform and shape the other as part of a single organism. We not only
draw inspiration from our reading of sacred texts in order to figure out what to believe and how to live, but should also draw on our social
consciousness so as to determine how we should read those texts. In this way, drawing on our increasing understanding of how to live in greater
harmony with the natural world and to appreciate the value of preservation and the sharing of resources. We can in turn draw on these insights
to further our understanding of God and to determine how to live better in relation to our fellow humans as well.
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At Rosh Hashanah 5774, may we wish our Rabbis, Management Committees,
Family, Friends and Fellow Congregants a G’Mar Chativa U-Chatima Tovah.

May you be inscribed and sealed for a year of blessing.

Scheuble Family

Craig Stone

Anna Zeitlin Martens Family Martens Family Rose-Hicklin
Family

Martens Family Julia, Greg,
Emily & baby
Margolis

Rabbi Elena
& Semion
Rubenstein

Stephen & Myrna
Margo

Gerald & Theresa
Sobel

Deborah & Louise
Isaacs

Mazal Tov to all the South Africans who took part
in the recent Maccabi Games in Israel. 

Special Mazal Tov to Shai and Deron Lipman who
represented South Africa in cricket and tennis

respectively. 

Shai walked away with the Gold Medal and the
U19 Cricket Team took the trophy,

proudly shown off by Shai.



HISTORICAL AND PHILOSOPHICAL BACKGROUND

J
udaism has been traditionally supportive of science and nowhere is this more evident than in the intense involvement of Jews with medicine.
In biblical times considerable care was taken to ensure the highest possible standards of public health. To prevent contagion, the Hebrews
insisted upon quarantine, burning or scalding of infected garments and utensils, thorough scrubbing and fumigation of houses suspected
of infection and scrupulous inspection and purification of the diseased person following recovery. Anyone coming into contact with a corpse

or carrion, or suffering from a bodily discharge, also required a thorough cleansing of self and belongings before resuming contact with the rest
of the community. The garments, weapons and utensils of soldiers returning from battle had to be thoroughly cleansed and disinfected to prevent
the spread of diseases that may have been caught through contact with the enemy. Whoever needed to defaecate or urinate was obliged to do so
outside the settlement, in a hole that was dug and afterwards covered over.

In Talmudic times, as in biblical times, the prevention of disease was emphasised and the importance of hygiene as a preventive measure was clearly
understood. ‘Bodily cleanliness leads to spiritual cleanliness’ became an essential principle of healthcare. From Talmudic times until fairly recently
a large number of Rabbis practiced the profession of medicine, blending traditional Near Eastern wisdom with that of Greek authorities like Galen
and periodically adding to the stockpile of scientific knowledge - first from their researches and study in the Islamic world of the Middle Ages and
later from their findings in post-Renaissance Europe.

According to the Book of Genesis, humanity has been created in God’s moral image, and that implies a human duty to reflect divine attributes
when dealing with other humans or with other parts of creation. Imitatio Dei (Hadbakat bemidotav shel Hakadosh Barukh Hu) is essential to
Judaism, since it is written, ‘You shall be holy because I, the Lord your God, am holy’. The obligation to strive for moral and social improvement
is facilitated by an understanding of nature. There are many Midrashim that suggest that the world was deliberately created incomplete so as to
leave tasks and direction for humanity. One of the prayers with which we conclude each synagogue service contains the phrase Letaken olam
bemalkhut Shaddai (to repair the world under sovereignty of the Almighty). From this phase was derived the principle of Tikkun Olam (repair of
the world), a phrase which indicates the programme which we, as God’s stewards, are expected to follow and eventually fulfil. Tikkun Olam is an
admission that it is only with human assistance that the world may be brought nearer to completion or perfection.

In reflecting divine attributes such as justice and mercy, in imitating God and in repairing or improving our world, we fulfil our purpose as creatures
of God. In order to be effective as God’s stewards we need to know and understand as much as possible about the way our world is constructed.
The study of the physical universe helps us to act in a more constructive manner. The pursuit of science is therefore not only consistent with but
actually essential to the implementation of God’s plan for us and for His world. Science assists in Tikkun Olam. The spur to Jewish involvement
with science is strengthened by the insistence of Judaism that one God has created everything and that therefore everything is interconnected and
interdependent. To quote from the Encyclopaedia Judaica: ‘The rise of modern science was due to a number of factors, prominent among them
the Greek element in Western thought. But Judaism’s teachings regarding the unity of nature as the creation of the one God are not to be under-
estimated in their effects on early scientific thought. It is doubtful whether science could have emerged in its full boldness and confidence against
a polytheistic backcloth in which each God is allotted only a portion of the world.’

To return to the theme of medicine, which best illustrates the Jewish desire to understand nature, Judaism views the physician as God’s collaborator
par excellence. While in other religions human interference in sickness was seriously questioned and even opposed, Judaism has long regarded
the physician as the instrument through whom God effects a cure. The Jewish physician has traditionally regarded his profession as spiritually
endowed which is why, for nearly two Millennia, Rabbis have been so active in the field of medicine. As co-worker with God for the improvement
of the world, humanity is entitled to remove whatever obstructs the road to physical and mental health: Judaism sees it as a religious duty to
mobilise all the resources of human knowledge in the fight against disease. Human welfare is promoted by advancing the science of medicine;
by improving the instruments, methods and institutions of healing; and by increasing the knowledge and general conditions of hygiene. Judaism
is as concerned with physical well-being as it is with spiritual well-being, though it also recognises the interaction between spirit and body and
encourages medicine to do the same.

Throughout Jewish history the art of healing was understood to include psychotherapy but was never restricted to curing by faith. An early praise
of the physician, and one which acknowledges his dependence upon God, appears in the Apocryphal Book of Ecclesiasticus: ‘Honour a physician
with the honour due to him for you may have need of him. The Lord has created him and from the Lord comes healing. The physician shall receive
honour from the King. Because of his skill the physician may hold his head high and be admired …. Give place to the physician for the Lord has
created him for a purpose.’ 

MEDICAL ETHICS FROM A
JEWISH POINT OF VIEW

BY: RABBI HILLEL AVIDAN
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The official Jewish view of medicine is summarised by the foremost 14th Century authority on Jewish law, Yaakov ben Asher: ‘The school of Rabbi
Yishmael derived from the words in Exodus 21:19 (“and he shall cause him to be thoroughly healed”) that permission is granted the physician
to heal. The physician may not say ‘God has struck down so whom am I to heal?’ This is not the way to proceed for did not King Asa, when sick,
consult physicians rather than God? Hence scripture teaches us that not only is the physician permitted to heal but he is in fact obliged to heal.’
Repeated in the Shulhan Arukh, ben Asher’s statement that the physician has a duty to heal, assumes the force of law. In the Kitzur Shulhan Arukh,
Solomon Ganzfried places the responsibility upon the patient. In time of sickness, Ganzfried insists, it is the religious duty of the patient to consult
a physician. Failure to do so constitutes an act of presumption on the part of the sufferer as if he presumed to merit the direct and miraculous
intervention of God. It is, by the way, a principle of Judaism that we do not rely on miracles!

ETHICAL RESPONSIBILITIES OF PHYSCIAN AND PATIENT

M
edical practitioners must always place the welfare of the patient above their own selfish interests. A gynaecologist should not encourage
a pregnant woman to undergo a Caesarean section merely because that is more convenient for him than a natural birth might be. A
surgeon should never persuade a patient to undergo an unnecessary operation. Practitioners should not close their minds to alternative
medicine. Homeopathic remedies are in many cases as helpful as chemical remedies without the same negative side effects. Holistic

medicine was practiced with great success by Maimonides and it stands to reason that modern doctors should not consider symptoms in isolation
from the general well-being or otherwise of the patient. We have all heard of lazy or uncaring physicians who so readily prescribe antibiotics that
the immune systems of their patients eventually break down or who prescribe tranquilisers for virtually every case of anxiety or depression. We
have all heard of patients becoming addicted to prescribed drugs. The pharmaceutical industry is also guilty of unethical behaviour when it cajoles
and at times even bribes physicians to push certain drugs.

When we consider medical ethics we tend to think of the responsibilities of the physician towards his patient but what of the responsibilities of the
patient towards his physician? In the UK, the NHS has been degraded by the abusive way it is treated by patients. Because British medicine is free
of charge vast numbers of peoples with minor ailments (that will soon pass without medical assistance) besiege the waiting rooms of doctors
and of hospital out-patients departments. In South Africa, those with medical aid increasingly fail to care adequately for their own bodies because
(to quote so many) - ‘With so many advances in the field of medicine, I don’t really have to look after myself as much as my parents had to. If I
develop heart trouble, then the surgeon will carry out a by-pass operation.’ In short, many people in modern Westernised societies have ceased
taking responsibility for their own physical welfare. They eat badly, do not exercise sufficiently, expose themselves to high levels of stress and then
rely on the medical profession to cure the resultant ailments. This is highly unethical. Judaism certainly expects the individual to take responsibility
for his or her own health and decries habits (such as smoking, over indulgence in certain foods or alcholol, drug taking as well as poor nutrition:
insufficient exercise, insufficient relaxation) which adversely affect one’s health. Judaism strongly supports preventative medicine.

WHEN DOES JUDAISM PERMIT ABORTION?

T
he Mishna says that if a woman has great difficulty in giving birth to her child (and if it seems as if she cannot survive), it is permitted to
destroy the child to save her life. This permission to destroy a child to save the life of a mother is cited in all the codes and is finally fixed
as a law in the Shulhan Arukh. This permission to destroy the child is only given in the case where it is necessary to save the mother. The
law continues and says that if the child puts out its head or most of its body, it may no longer be killed to save the mother, since we do

not ‘push aside one life for another’. Rashi feels it necessary to explain why the child must be spared if it puts forth its head and yet may be killed
if it does not. He says that as long as it does not go forth ‘into the air of the world’ it is not considered a nefesh and, therefore, may be slain to
save the mother. From this we might conclude that an unborn foetus or infant is not considered a being and may, if necessary, be destroyed. Yet
even so, in this case, the permission is given only to save the mother. Still, Rashi by his explanation raises the possibility that we need not be too
strict about saving an unborn child. In fact, there is some assistance to this point of view from the law, that if a man happens to strike a pregnant
woman and the child is destroyed, he has to pay money damages for the harm to the mother and the loss of the child. But why should he not be
guilty of a capital crime, having killed the child? Evidently one would conclude that the unborn child is not a nefesh in the sense that killing it
would be a capital crime. Joshua Falk, in his classic commentary Me-irat Einayim, develops the opinion of Rashi and says clearly: ‘While the
foetus is within the body of the mother it may be destroyed even though it is alive, for every foetus that does not come out or has not come out
into the light of the world is not described as a nefesh.’

Writing in response to a question on whether a married woman who is impregnated by a stranger can have an abortion, Rabbi Yair Chaim
Bachrach, said that although he agreed that the foetus is not to be considered a human being, he feared that immorality would be encouraged if
he granted permission for an abortion. However, in a similar situation, Rabbi Jacob Emden permitted aborting a pregnancy that resulted from an
adulterous union. He also condoned abortions that would spare the woman great pain and discomfort would be allowed. The late Sephardic Chief
Rabbi of Israel, Ben Zion Uziel, was of the same opinion as Rabbi Emden. He permitted abortions that were in the best interests of the mother, even
if not crucial to her health. Today, many Rabbis approve of abortion in cases where there is considerable likelihood that the child will be born
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deformed (for example, if the mother has contracted a disease such as rubella, known to cause severe malformation). To some authorities,
unfavourable indications from an amniocentesis analysis are sufficient grounds for abortion. In general, both the non-Orthodox Rabbinate and the
Orthodox Rabbinate do not favour indiscriminate abortions, but they do favour abortion when the mother’s well-being is at stake. Conservative
and Reform Rabbis would tend to be more liberal in their interpretation of what constitutes valid therapeutic reasons.

ALLOWING A TERMINAL PATIENT TO DIE

W
hat are the limits of freedom of action of a physician with a terminal patient? Is it the physician’s duty to keep this hopeless patient
(who is also in all likelihood suffering great pain) alive a little longer, maybe a day or two? Jewish law is quiet clear on this question.
He is not in duty bound to force him to live a few more days or hours. This law is based on the famous incident where Rabbi Judah
the Prince was dying in great suffering. The Rabbis insisted on ceaselessly praying so that he might thus be kept alive a little longer.

But his servant-woman (who is often referred to with honour in the Talmud) threw down an earthen jar from the roof of the house into the midst of
the praying Rabbis, in order to stop their prayers so that Rabbi Judah might peacefully die. The Spanish scholar Nissim Gerondi says that while
it is our duty to pray for a sick person that he may recover, there comes a time when we should pray for God’s mercy that he should die. So, too,
Sefer Hasidim - basing its opinion on the statement of Ecclesiastes, ‘There is a time to live and a time to die’ - says as follows: ‘If a man is dying,
we do not pray too hard that his soul return and that he revive from the coma; he can at best live only a few days and in those days will endure
great suffering; so ‘there is a time to die’.’ In other words, according to the spirit of Jewish tradition, just as a man has a right to live, so there
comes a time when he has a right to die. Thus, there is no duty incumbent upon the physician to force a terminal patient to live a little longer.

But what, under these circumstances, is a physician permitted actually to do? Here again the law is clear. He may do nothing positive to hasten
death. The Mishna says that we may not close the eyes of a dying patient. The Talmud compares the dying patient to a guttering candle that is
about to go out. If a man touches his fingertip to the candle flame, it will go out at once. This he must not do. In other words, he must not hasten
the death of a dying patient by closing his eyes. The Talmudic discussion is elaborated on in the post-Talmudic treatise, Semachot, and finally is
codified in the Shulhan Arukh, Yoreh De-a, where it is clear that no action must be taken to hasten death. For example, you may not remove a



pillow from under his head. However, if someone outside is chopping wood and that rhythmic sound focuses the mind of the dying patient and
prevents his soul from departing, you may stop the wood-chopping so that the patient may relax and die in peace. Or, if there is salt on the
patient’s tongue and the tartness of the salt focuses his mind and keeps him from relaxing into death, you may wipe the salt from his tongue and
thus allow him to die. All this brings us to a clearer understanding as to the limits of freedom of action of the physician in relation to the hopelessly
dying patient. He may not take any overt action to hasten death, such as giving him, perhaps an overdose of an opiate, but he may refrain from
doing that which will prevent his dying.

ORGAN TRANSPLANTS

T
he issue of using the organs of a dead person to benefit a living person has aroused controversy because it transgresses the laws that ban
mutilation of a corpse and benefiting from a corpse. However, these objections are overridden by the principle that saving a person’s life
takes precedence over all other commands except the prohibition against murder, incest or idolatry. An important caveat is that it is not
permissible to save one person’s life at the expense of another person’s life. Thus it is essential to establish that the person donating the

organ is dead before it is removed. As a result of medical advances, this means that not only has the heart stopped beating but also that brain
death has occurred. It would be tantamount to murder to hasten the death of the donor or to ignore any possibility of resuscitation.  

In view of these complexities, as well as the original objections, Orthodox authorities only permit organ transplants when there is a specific recipient
who needs the organs immediately and who would otherwise die. However, because of modern methods of preserving organs and the ability to
communicate worldwide, Progressive authorities permit taking organs for cases not known about at that moment but which are likely to arise. The
use of organs that are not necessary to save a life but which can greatly improve the quality of life - such as the eyes for corneal transplanting -
is also permitted. It is considered meritorious for those willing to donate organs after their death to carry donor cards so as to assist the procedure
of saving the lives of others. Where no record of a person’s wishes exists and their organs are required by the medical authorities, the next of kin
have the right to permit it.

A closely-related subject is that of donating organs from a living person, such as a lung or bone marrow. This is permitted provided that it does
not endanger the life of the donor. It should not be done for commercial reasons but sparingly, in limited circumstances, such as when a close
relative is the recipient. Conversely it is permitted for a Jew to receive organs, whether from a Jew or non-Jew, that will enhance or save his/her
life. The same permission applies to use of animal organs including non-kosher animals, such as transplanting a pig’s heart-valve into a human
body. While there might be an element of revulsion at the thought of having an animal organ inside a human being, the general principle of the
overriding priority to save a life applies. The use of animals also avoids all problems associated with human organs - mutilation, benefit and
particularly that of ascertaining time of death.

DONATING ONE’S BODY TO SCIENCE

A
n unusual but occasional occurrence is that some people wish to leave their body to science after their death so that it can be used for
research purposes. This goes against the tradition of respectfully disposing of a corpse via burial or cremation and also denies mourners
an opportunity to bid farewell to a person at a funeral service. Nevertheless, the motives of such a request are laudable, and medical
knowledge will be furthered by it to the benefit of others. In such cases, a shivah or other mourning rites may take place starting from the

time of death, even though the body may not be disposed of for some considerable time.

GENE THERAPY

T
his is one of the most emotive areas of genetic research. It involves the treatment of a genetic defect either by directly correcting the gene
concerned or by inserting the correct gene alongside it in every cell that would normally manufacture the product of that gene. This is only
possible for a limited number of diseases where a single gene defect has been identified and it is known what chemical change is necessary
in order to treat it. It is even theoretically possible to alter either germ cells (cells involved in reproduction, such as ova, spermatozoa and

their precursors) or somatic cells (any other cells in the body). There is general agreement among the medical profession and lay experts that
alteration of germ cells should not be carried out until we have far more knowledge of the potential benefits and hazards of a treatment whose
effects may be passed on from generation to generation. However, somatic therapy is limited to the individual concerned, and should therefore be
subject to the same constraints as any other experimental therapy. Somatic gene therapy has already been successfully carried out for Severe
Combined Immuno-deficiency Disease, a rare genetic disorder, affecting about 40 children each year worldwide. There has also been considerable
progress in a much more common disease, cystic fibrosis, which affects about one in 2 000 children in the UK. Fears that gene therapy may lead
to treatment of ‘conditions’ that are actually personality traits seem remote, since these are not attributable to a single gene, but rather a combination
of the effects of several genes, and also environmental factors. Similarly, although a genetic basis is being postulated for other conditions, such
as heart disease and various cancers, these are also the result of combinations of factors, and gene therapy alone is unlikely to offer a cure.
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CLONING

C
loning denotes the production of genetically identical organisms or cells. The term covers a range of techniques. Certain types of cloning,
including bacterial cloning, have been carried out for some years with little controversy. At the other end of the spectrum, reproductive
cloning of human beings has now become a realistic possibility and has consequently attracted considerable publicity. A distinction may
be made between reproductive cloning, that produces genetically identical individuals, and techniques which do not have this result but

may have therapeutic benefits. The issues concerning cloning are complex, but there has been a surprising degree of agreement across the Jewish
religious spectrum. In general, we should use cloning techniques with caution. However, cell nucleus replacement techniques, which involve
growing cells or tissue in a culture may lead to treatment for diseases such as Huntingdon’s Chorea or Parkinson’s Disease. This may involve the
use of embryonic cells, as is already permitted in the UK for research under limited circumstances. Since embryonic cells do not have the same
status in Jewish law as fully developed human beings, and the saving of human life takes priority, these techniques may be permitted (as a recent
UK Government report suggested), or even welcomed.

Even reproductive cloning may in future be permissible as a treatment for infertility. It is important to realise that if a person develops from a cloned
embryo, he or she will still be an individual, in the same way that identical twins, though genetically identical, are different and unique. In cloning
an individual, one would not be creating a carbon copy. However, at present there are too many dangers, both ethical and practical. When sheep
and other mammals are cloned, a large number of malformed embryos are produced and a high proportion of the offspring die within a few days
of birth. The same is likely to apply probably to a greater extent, in humans. Such a cost would be unacceptable. We also know little of what the
psychological effect might be of a child being genetically identical to one of its parents. The enormous ethical problems associated with reproductive
cloning must be fully explored before it is allowed to become a reality.

CONCLUSION

T
he ethical problems that arise from genetic research are profound and wide-ranging. The issues are complex, and the views of experts who
can comprehend the scientific implications must be taken into careful consideration. In presenting our conclusions, we acknowledge that
they may differ little in terms of general principle from certain Orthodox or secular views, although there will undoubtedly be disagreements
over details. This is an encouraging indication that there is broad consensus on the values that should be important to our society in

assessing the application of new technology. Many of the problems relating to genetic research are no different from those relating to medical
therapy in general. In assessing them, account must be taken of the balance between the expected benefit and the possible harm to the individual.
The financial cost must also be taken into account. However, the cost of research and treatment must be balanced against the cost of the current
need for long term and expensive treatment of chronic diseases, and also the cost in terms of suffering. Many of the genetic diseases that may be
amenable to treatment are extremely rare, and it is possible that resources would be better employed in the treatment of more common illnesses
or in prevention, particularly as evidence accumulates of the link between poverty and ill health. Nevertheless, genetic research has enormous
potential to relieve suffering, both through medicine and through its other applications.

In general, we welcome any research that has the potential to save life and improve the world for all its inhabitants, but urge that caution and
proper evaluation is carried out in developing new techniques. Genetic research poses challenges to our thinking about ourselves as human
beings. It is important to avoid hubris and ‘playing God’. But at the same time, Judaism recognises that we are partners with God in perfecting
creation. In responding to the challenges, we need to keep both principles in mind.
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I
n some societies the manner in which you dress may say a great deal about you and about social attitudes. For example, in South Africa,
among the black population, one sees two distinct dress codes for church on Sundays. One is a kind of uniform, often long, brightly-coloured
gowns, the other is ‘Sunday best’: dark business suits for men, elegant gowns for women. I don’t know to what extent these choices also
reflect socio-economic class, but it would not surprise me to discover that this was so. Among South Africa’s white population, of which I have

most experience of the Jewish part, it seems that dress codes matter less. Many people attend synagogue services in very casual attire and life
cycle events rarely call for formal wear. Some, including mourners, attend funerals dressed less than smartly dressed, and dark clothing worn as
a sign of mourning is not widely observed. The same relaxed attitude seems to apply, to a lesser degree, to weddings where very formal attire is
rare and very casual is normal. 

None of the above is intended in any way as a criticism, merely as social observation. The expectation or requirement of dress codes for particular
settings, events or activities is often the subject of comment, discussion and, not infrequently, controversy and change. In a Jewish context this is
certainly true of the wearing of tallit by women.

From a purely objective, logical point of view, the wearing of tallit by women ought to be non-controversial. The biblical commandment to wear
tzitzit, fringes on the corner of a garment, applies to all Israelites, regardless of gender. Historical research suggests that in ancient times Israelite
men and women both wore garments to which fringes were attached at the corners. As clothing fashions changed, the square cloak, similar to
the modern poncho, gave way to other garments. When this process was well advanced, the square garment we know as the tallit was developed
for use at (day)times of prayer in order to fulfil the mitzvah of wearing tzitzit. The material, size and colour of the tallit were relatively unimportant
since it served only to carry the tzitzit which alone fulfil the mitzvah.

However, since the commandment to wear tzitzit is interpreted to have in it a time element, women are exempt from the obligation to wear tzitzit.
The time element arises from the verse which states, inter alia, ‘when you see them’. In ancient times, when the only artificial light was generated
from fires in a hearth or from oil lamps, night time was generally very much darker than we experience today. Therefore, in those times, at night
one tended not to ‘see’ things. Thus tzitzit were ‘seen’ only during the day. Women did not need to wear them if they chose not to. It was only a
small step from women not being obliged to perform a mitzvah, to women not doing that mitzvah. So, ‘women do not need to …’ develops easily
into ‘women do not …’. 

The wearing of a tallit is not the only example of a creeping exclusion of women from participation in those religious activities which are regarded
as the most prestigious. One again, historical research points to the introduction of separate areas for men and women in the synagogue only in
the Middle Ages. Prior to that time, there is no evidence of segregation. The evidence seems to indicate that the patriarchal nature of Jewish society
gradually extended the exclusion and marginalisation of women to more and more areas of Jewish religious practice. Essentially, women were
increasingly confined to limited areas of the private sphere while the public sphere became the sole preserve of men.

From the late 18th Century onwards, Jewish women have challenged these bastions of male privilege. Among the issues has been the question
whether a woman may wear a tallit.

WOMEN WEARING TALLIT:
WHY IS IT CONTROVERSIAL?

BY: RABBI ROBERT ASH
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Let us first dispose of the question of women and tallit in halakhah, since this is not an area in which serious dispute arises. A number of the most
respected posekim (scholars of halakhah whose decisions are widely accepted and generally adopted) of the 20th Century have ruled unequivocally
that a woman may don a tallit. That is according to the strict letter of halakhah. Why then is there still perceived to be an issue, if Jewish law
permits? One answer is custom. There is a recognition that long-established practices may take on a status similar in force to formal law. Some
behaviours are not legislated for in a formal way, they are the custom of the community. In Judaism there is no law forbidding women to be
priests. Yet, as far as we know, there have never been women priests. There has been a woman judge (Deborah), a woman monarch (Salome
Alexandra), and at least four women prophets (Miriam, Hulda et al). The fact that no law forbids a women being a priest does not permit it; historic
custom is that all priests are men, no law is needed to spell out the reality of this situation.

In similar vein, from time immemorial, women have not worn tallit. Is this a good enough reason to forbid them to do so? Clearly, many people
do not think so. The observance of the commandment to wear tzitzit only appears to have fallen out of women’s practice when the fashion of
normal dress moved away from garments with four corners. Some have argued that the change to using the tallit to carry the tzitzit means that the
tallit has always been a male’s garment. This argument is weak. A key issue raised by traditionalists who are opposed to the wearing of tallit by
women is the motives of those women who wish to wear tallit. The argument is advanced that perhaps the motive underlying the desire to wear
a tallit is not true piety, the wish to fulfil a mitzvah, but arrogance and pride. In the view of these traditionalist authorities, if the desire to wear a
tallit is prompted by feminist ideas this is particularly to be condemned. The argument concerning arrogance and pride, masquerading as insincere
piety, has at least one parallel in traditional literature. That concerns covering one’s head. There is at least one source which calls into question
the motives of those who go around with their heads covered at all times. This is seen as an exaggerated and false claim to piety, suggesting a
degree of unwarranted pride. Only great scholars should cover their heads at all times as a sign of their piety. Yet, today, the ‘pious’ cover their
heads at all times.

In both cases, the weakness of the argument is the claim by some people to understand the motives of others. Where a case is advanced opposing
the wearing of tallit by women the arguments (halakhah, custom, motive) are generally spurious or very weak. There is no good reason why a
woman may not wear a tallit and in doing so, fulfil a commandment. Which brings us to the key issue in the opposition: it is not reason or law,
but emotion and residual patriarchy which lead some authorities to deny women the mitzvah of tallit. A teacher of mine once made the sage
observation: “In matters as emotionally highly charged as religious belief and practice, do not expect to find that reason and common sense
always prevail.” Ladies, wear your tallit with pride!



T
his is truly an astonishing book! I can’t remember ever having read a biography
that seemed to be, at the same time, both the most preposterous and the most
gripping tale. To add to the strangeness and fascination of this book, it came to
be written almost entirely by chance. I’m very pleased that the chance occurred.

The author, Professor Bernard Wasserstein, is a distinguished academic who has held
chairs at some of Britain’s most prestigious universities. He is perhaps best known to the
reading public for his controversial work Vanishing Diaspora in which he charts the
demography of Europe’s Jewish populations and predicts their eventual long-term decline
and even disappearance.

As Professor Wasserstein tells the reader, finding himself in Oxford’s Bodleian Library on
a wet August afternoon and with urgent work completed, he decided to browse the
shelves. Seeing the Index to the General Correspondence of the Foreign Office and
remembering being told the outline of the story of a man named Trebitsch Lincoln, ‘For
reasons the psychological mechanics of which are still not clear to me I decided to look
up the name Trebitsch Lincoln.’ There he discovered references that showed that Lincoln
had used various aliases, had moved around Europe, North America and the Far East
and had been involved in a variety of religious and political intrigues. 

As an academic of considerable repute and with Jewish demography as a speciality,
one might ask why Wasserstein pursued the tale of a person whom he admits was
probably no more than ‘a colourful but unimportant confidence trickster or adventurer’. 

In the foreword to the book he explains: ‘This book is likely to be regarded as something
of an affront the austere canons of my profession. It may, therefore, be prudent to begin
with some personal words in extenuation of my conduct in writing it. The life of a person
who left barely any footprints in political history, whose literary relics are without enduring
value, and whose fame - such as it is - resides chiefly in his execution of a series of

extraordinary contortions in religious and political allegiance, is unlikely to be regarded by my academic colleagues as a significant contribution
to the advancement of historical understanding. Realising that, I wrote the book anyway…’

Trebitsch Lincoln may not have left deep footprints on the trail of history, but what a bizarre path he chose to place those footprints on. Starting life
as a yeshiva bocher in Hungary, our intrepid confidence trickster became, in turn, an Anglican clergyman with a mission to convert the Jews, a
member of parliament at Westminster, a spy for various nations (sometimes more than one at a time), an extreme right-wing European politician,
an oil tycoon, military advisor to a Chinese warlord, and a Buddhist monk. Changing names and identities with chameleon-like dexterity, he
plotted and tricked his way across continents, usually one step ahead of police and government agencies who always seem to be ill-equipped to
cope with the outrageous tricks of this highly unconventional personality.

Wasserstein has been as meticulous as in any serious academic research in tracking down the pieces of the puzzle needed to paint the portrait
of a character who was significantly more interesting than just ‘a colourful but unimportant confidence trickster or adventurer’. 

If there was ever a character that embodied chutzpah on a grand and breath-taking scale it was Trebitsch Lincoln. We should be grateful to Bernard
Wasserstein for his own digression from the straight and narrow path of academic political history to bring us such an engaging tale of deceit and
trickery. We should celebrate our villains as well as our heroes.
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S
ome might say that we can only pray properly in Hebrew - ‘the language of Prayer’. But there is much to advocate the use of transliteration,
at least as a crutch. The majority of us in fact use transliteration whether we think so or not. The majority of us do not understand the
words we read in Hebrew. Except for a small percentage of Diaspora Jewry who have studied Hebrew for a number of years, whether
prayers in a siddur or from the Torah scrolls or even a chumash, even the familiar sound of often repeated texts remains an emotional

rather than an intellectual experience. Those who have spent years in Israel and have spoken the tongue with some fluency may be added to those
who understand the ancient text.

I am not saying that many of us who know the basics of some of the prayers are exactly ignorant. Most of us know some basic phrases and their
meanings - Baruch atah adonai…, lehadlik ner shel Shabbat, Borei per’i hagafen, the first line of the Shema, Eloheinu melech ha’olam,  and
names Moshe, Avraham, Yitzchak, Ya’akov and so on. But for many of us, the body of the prayers many of us have learnt either by heart or
because we have learnt the Hebrew consonants and vowels, still remains a mystery and the meaning might escape us even if we can recite these
prayers nearly perfectly. It gives us satisfaction that we can do this and allows us to join in community praying, even if we are not using our
familiar prayer books. We can even join in when in a foreign country where the prayer books are in a language other than English, when we can
recite the Hebrew prayers. However, because we do not fully understand all the words we are reciting, we are in fact using Hebrew transliteration
of the Hebrew as opposed to English transliteration of the Hebrew. So even if we can decipher the Hebrew letters, without understanding the
meaning of the words, such reading is equivalent to reading a transliteration using English letters. 

Ancient Hebrew manuscripts that have come to light, including the Dead Seas Scrolls, do not look like the modern Heberew in our sacred texts.
The script that is in use over much of the past two millennia was adopted from Aramaic, then the generally-spoken vernacular of the Middle East.
One could argue from this that the Kaddish, which as most people know is mostly in Aramaic, is among the few prayers which is not read in
‘transliteration’. The Rabbis realised that people should know and understand what they are praying. (I came across a Talmudic comment recently
which stated that the counting of the Omer must be done in a language the reader understood rather than insist it be recited in Hebrew, making a
strong case for the early Reform practise of vernacular prayer as well as contemporary Progressive practise that sees prayers in many languages
as effective.) However, most educated readers of Hebrew find Aramaic mostly comprehensible as the changes follow predictable pattern in
comparison to Modern Hebrew.

My conclusion: Although it may be desirable and self-fulfilling to recite prayers in Hebrew, pronouncing every word correctly, one must understand
what one is praying. So it is most important to either repeat the prayers in English or at least, if one can recite the Hebrew prayer by heart, to keep
one’s eye on the English translation of the relevant prayer at the same time.

Editors’ note: The World Union Edition of Mishkan T’filah now in use throughout the SAUPJ congregations offers an array of versions of each prayer
on facing pages: Hebrew, transliteration using US English spelling, translation and interpretive reflections on the theme.

HEBREW - ‘The Language of Prayer’
BY: BRIAN COHEN
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ROCKETS TO ROSES -
OUT OF DESTRUCTION COMES BEAUTY

BY: SHANA GERBITZ

I
n the remote Israeli town of Yated, just a stone's throw from
Israel's border with both Egypt and Gaza, metal sculptor,
blacksmith and part-time computer teacher Yaron Bob, has
found his way of turning ‘swords into plowshares’. He turns

Kassam rockets that were fired into Israel by Palestinian terrorists
in Gaza, into beautiful hand-sculpted pieces of art - magnificent
roses.

Following years of relentless rocket attacks into Israeli communities
so close to home, Yaron was driven to create something positive
from these objects of destruction and death. He said: ‘I find it
fascinating to make a work of art from a piece of metal. It is
powerfully meaningful when a missile that is used for killing is
turned into a sign of beauty, growth and prosperity.’

The Israeli police enthusiastically support Yaron’s work. While most
of the rockets are stockpiled in police stations throughout Southern
Israel, some are made available for Yaron’s project. With just a
hammer, anvil and furnace, Yaron melts, moulds and sculpts rocket
metal into gorgeous flowers. It is our hope that Yaron’s roses remain
very limited edition pieces. Each rose is different - and takes three
to four hours to sculpt. The stem is welded onto a metal base
shaped as the map of Israel, with the rose ‘growing’ from the very
place where most of the rockets landed. A plaque mounted on the
base indicates the month and year that particular rocket landed. A
signed and numbered certificate of authenticity accompanies each
rose.

Yaron’s roses are truly a piece of history - living proof that Israel has
endured missile attacks for years. They have been presented to
dignitaries such as Secretary-of-State Hillary Clinton, Senator John
Kerry and UN Secretary General Ban Ki-Moon. 

A portion of the proceeds helps to build bomb shelters in southern
Israel. Visit www.rocketsintoroses.com for more information.
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The black and the gold of the Kaswa Kabirah
Shows her pale skin even whiter and clearer

Hands red with Henna and eyes lined with Hol
She sits by her groom in the garlanded hall
Cousins from Tangier from Meknes and Fez

Greeting each other in sheer happiness
Children excited and darting in play

Enliven proceedings on this special day

The pipes and the drums and the strings of the Oud
Joyfully herald the serving of food

Couscous Tajin and tangerines bright
To titillate taste and to satisfy sight

Almonds from Azrou and dates from the Draa
Produce acquired from both near and from far

Olives from Safi and plums from Sefrou
The coast and the hills have each given their due

Orange juice milk and soft cheese from goats
Sufficient to moisten the driest of throats
Colourful carpets brought from Midelt
Their textures as fine as ever one felt

Laughter and music and clinking of glasses
With song and with speech the time gaily passes

The bride and the groom edge ever nearer
As she flashes her eyes and her Kaswa Kabirah

MOROCCAN WEDDING
BY: RABBI HILLEL AVIDAN
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T
he Jewish Community of Mozambique, Honen Dalim, consecrated its refurbished
and restored synagogue building in Maputo with a service of Hachnasat Sefer
ha-Torah, when the community’s Torah Scroll was returned after years in exile in
South Africa. About 100 guests and congregational members stood at the

doorway, in front of a newly designed tri-lingual greeting in Hebrew, Portuguese and
English: ufros alenu sukkat shlomecha - Spread the tabernacle of your peace upon us.
The list of guests was headed by Mozambique’s Minister of Justice, Dr Benvinda Levi,
the ambassadors of Israel and the USA to Mozambique, President Mervyn Smith of the
African Jewish Congress, Rabbi Moshe Silberhaft, Ann Harris, Irene Zuckerman and Lee
Boiskin of the SAJBD, Geoff Ramokgadi, representing the Swaziland Jewish community,
and Rabbi Robert Jacobs of Bet David representing the SAUPJ. Other distinguished guests
included the leader of the Islamic Council and Bishop of the Greek Orthodox Church along
with representatives of other Christian communities in Mozambique.

The Mozambique Jewish community traces its roots to the 19th Century, with the support
of Rabbi Joseph H Hertz (later Chief Rabbi of the UK) during his tenure in South Africa.
Formed as the Associação de Benevolência Israelita Honen Dalim in 1921 with the
founding of the cemetery, the synagogue was built in 1926 in a classical baroque style
reminiscent of many synagogues of the Spanish-Portuguese colonial diaspora. The other
known Honen Dalim stands as a monument to that past on the Caribbean island of
St. Eustacius. It is now a museum, its last member thought to have perished in 1846.
The difficult period between World War II and the end of Mozambique’s internal strife in
1992 was marked by the near disappearance of the Jewish community. The building
was nationalised, and for a time served as a Red Cross relief station. In the late 1980s,
synagogue and cemetery reverted to the Jewish community. By 1994, regular worship
resumed for Shabbat and holy days. Rabbi Cyril Harris brought a Sefer Torah for
congregational use from Johannesburg. With declining membership and the deteriorating
condition of the building, that scroll was removed and placed in the custody of a
Johannesburg congregation whose identity was subsequently lost.

With the dawn of the new Century, renewed energy and membership arrived including
Larry Herman and his wife Diane, who since 2003 have been instrumental in inspiring
a regeneration of the community. In 2009, they turned to the SAUPJ and the SAAPR for
assistance with completing the process for a Jew by Choice, his subsequent wedding in
2010, and the Brit Milah of that couple’s son. 2010 was also marked by the legal step
of reconstituting this small but diverse congregation as Honen Dalim, Comunidade
Judaica de Moçambique. Sadly, by this time the building was showing marked
deterioration and degradation of its structural integrity. A dream of construction of other
facilities for a community centre, including kitchen and multi-purpose meeting space was
diverted to shoring up the roof. Construction expert Andrew (b”zl) Davey accepted the
challenge of directing the repair project which was supported by his employer Rushtail
Construções. The project started top down and was expanded through the realisation of
the dire condition of the building. From foundation, to floor, walls, windows, roof trusses
and supporting columns, sacred ark and entry way, up to the vents circulating air just below
the roof ridge and ending with the blue metal roof, all was renewed, replaced, restructured
and finished to an elegant renewal of world-class historic preservation. Donations from
the local community and support from private donors whose lives have been touched by
this warm, inclusive and embracing Jewish community led to the search for the missing
Sefer Torah, and its re-entry into the shul at its dedication. Ann Harris, widow of Rabbi
Cyril Harris who brought the scroll to Maputo, told of her memory of the location of the
synagogue holding the scroll. With the assistance of Rabbi Moshe Silberhaft, responsible
for Country Communities on behalf of the SAJBD, Mrs Harris traced the path back to the
proper synagogue setting the stage for Hakhnassat Sefer HaTorah on this beautiful, sunny,
dry day, in fulfilment of a first stage of the project known as Ginat Shalom begun in 2012.

REDEDICATION OF HONEN DALIM
BY: RABBI ROBERT JACOBS
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In the interior, the reconstructed steps to Aron Hakodesh, donated by Alex Greenbaum
(New York and Tel Aviv) in memory of his family who were in their lifetime pillars of the
Jewish community on the Island of Jersey, now contains the retrieved scroll. He also took
responsibility for windows. A stained glass Magen David window at the rear of the building
was dedicated by Congregational President Samuel Levy & Lauren Wojytla to honour
Rosalind Ratner Levy. A reading table of Mozambican chamfuta wood, chosen for its
insect resistance, with a tree of life carved facing the Ark, was created in memory of Rachel
Esther Joseph, young sister of Dvora Joseph Davey. Additional supporters and dedications
are recorded in a printed colour programme distributed on the day. The week-to-week
existence of the congregation is supported by its loyal members, with Larry Herman, who
dedicates his time to teaching and leading worship, Diane Herman, who specialises in
Hebrew education, and an array of volunteers who see to the continuity of congregational
life. For the occasion, Bet David and the SAUPJ asked Rabbi Robert Jacobs to represent
them at the dedication. He presented a copy of the World Union Edition of Mishkan T’filah
to President Samuel Levy. During a dinner hosted by the African Jewish Congress, Rabbi
Jacobs expressed the support of the SAAPR and the SAUPJ for the work being done in
Maputo to create a viable Jewish life in Mozambique, the acceptance of Jews by Choice
deemed qualified by the congregational teachers through the Bet Din Tzedek of Southern
Africa and the willingness to participate in life cycle events as needed in the future. The
congregation accepted gratefully: in the words of Larry Herman at the dedication: “We
are a pluralistic community.” 

Kawl haKavod to the few, the willing and the really committed that have made Jewish life
function in Maputo.

Wishing everyone a
Shana Tovah

and well over the Fast.

Jamie, George,
Nathan and Peri Levin

142 Beyers Naude Drive
Roosevelt Park 2195

PO Box 1539
Roosevelt Park 2195

Tel: 011 782 0134
Fax: 011 782 0062
Email: leonard@lensinger.co.za



What are the origins of Rosh Hashanah?

T
he origins of Rosh HaShanah are found in the Bible. The Book of Leviticus
(23:24-25) declares: ‘In the seventh month, on the first day of the month,
you shall observe a day of rest, a memorial proclaimed with the blowing
of the Shofar, a holy convocation.’ Although this day eventually became

Rosh HaShanah, the Jewish New Year, it was not originally known as such. In
ancient times, there were four ‘new years’ in the Jewish calendar. Each had a
distinct significance:

• The first of the Hebrew month of Nisan, the New Year of Kings, was the date
used to calculate the number of years a given king had reigned

• The first of the Hebrew month of Elul was the new year for tithing of cattle, a
time when one of every 10 cattle was marked and offered as a sacrifice to
God

• The first of the Hebrew month of Tishrei was the agricultural new year, or the New Year of the Years
• The 15th of the Hebrew month of Sh’vat, known as Tu BiSh’vat, was the New Year of the Trees

Although the Torah refers to Nisan as the first month of the Jewish year, the first day of the month of Tishrei emerged as what we now know as
Rosh HaShanah. The Babylonians, among whom the Jews lived, marked a ‘Day of Judgment’ each year. They believed that, on that day, a
convocation of their deities assembled in the temple of the god Marduk. These gods, they held, renewed the world and judged each human being,
inscribing the fate of every individual on the tablet of destiny. The legend was a powerful one, and Jews most likely borrowed elements from it in
shaping Rosh HaShanah. The meeting of many deities evolved into a belief that the one God judged every Jew on that day, immediately inscribing
the completely righteous in the Book of Life and consigning the completely wicked to a sad fate. Those ‘in between’, however, had 10 days,
concluding on Yom Kippur, in which to repent before the Book of Life was sealed for the New Year.

In addition to the biblical ‘holy convocation’ and the transformed Babylonian ‘Day of Judgment’, the first of Tishrei also was associated with the
anniversary of the creation of the world, Yom Harat Olam. For these three compelling reasons, the first day of the seventh month ultimately became
the ‘official’ Jewish New Year.

It was not until about the 2nd Century CE that the holiday acquired the name Rosh HaShanah, which first appeared in the Mishnah. Before then,
however, the day had many other designations. The oldest name, found in the Torah (Numbers 29:1) is Yom T’ruah (Day of Sounding the Shofar).
Two other names, undoubtedly reflecting Babylonian influence, were Yom HaZikaron (Day of Remembrance) and Yom HaDin (Day of Judgment).
While those terms are still preserved in the liturgy and rabbinic literature, Jews all over the world today usually refer to Rosh HaShanah as the
Jewish New Year.

And Yom Kippur?
Yom Kippur, which dates from biblical times, is referenced in three separate
passages in the Torah. The Torah refers to Yom Kippur as Shabbat Shabbaton,
‘a Sabbath of complete rest’, while the Talmud denotes Yom Kippur simply as
Yoma, ‘The Day’.

The Torah portrays Yom Kippur primarily as a cultic festival, a day centered
almost exclusively upon the Temple in Jerusalem. It was on this day that the
kohen gadol, the high priest, performed the complicated rituals and sacrifices
that purified the Temple from the defilement that had attached to it as a result of
the sins of the Israelite people. This defilement had caused God’s presence to
depart from their midst. There also was another aspect to the day: ‘atonement’,the
spiritual cleansing of the people themselves. Their role was to serve as an
attentive and expectant audience outside the Temple precincts, awaiting the hoped-for successful outcome of the high priest’s service. Their role,
according to the Torah, was to abstain from work and to practice ‘self-denial’. Our tradition has defined ‘self-denial’ as inuyim (afflictions): fasting
and refraining from certain other activities that satisfy our physical needs.

ASK THE RABBI
With thanks to urj.org - the official website of the Union for Reform Judaism
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With the Temple’s destruction the second aspect of Yom Kippur, focused on atonement, came to predominate. The atonement we now perform is
turned inward; it is an act of self-purification in which we purge our own lives from the stain of our misdeeds. Like the Israelites during the Temple
period, we continue to fast, understanding this self-denial as a cleansing of our soul, an act of self-discipline, and a sign that on this day we rise
above our most basic biological necessities to focus our attention on matters of the spirit.

Our prayers traditionally last all day, as did the service of the high priest. We recall the priest’s service in poetic form, and the recitation of N’ilah
(closing) at the conclusion of Yom Kippur hearkens back to the time when the ‘closing of the gates’ was a feature of the Temple’s everyday ritual.
Finally, the drama of the ancient sacrifice has become an internal drama, which we experience as a grand spiritual and emotional sweep that us
from the haunting melody of Kol Nidre, through the recitation of the prayers, selichot (poems of supplication and forgiveness) and viduyim
(confessions of sin), culminating in N’ilah, when we stand one last time before God in the fading moments of the year’s holiest day.

Where does the Jewish tradition of breaking a glass
at a wedding come from?

The origins of breaking a glass at a wedding are unclear. Many cultures share
the practice of breaking something, such as a plate, upon the confirmation of a
contract. Some believe the noise made by the shattering of a glass or plate scares
away evil spirits determined to mar the joyous occasion. Many Rabbis explain
that the breaking of a glass reminds us of sad moments in Jewish history, or
that relationships are fragile and must be taken care of, lest they break.

Since this is a matter of custom and not religious law, there are no rules guiding
what should be broken. Many people choose a light bulb because it is easy to
break and may make a louder noise. If you are using a glass, one made of thin
material and with a short stem will be easier to break. In either case, whatever
is broken should be well wrapped in a thick cloth napkin.

Carma Design wishes the
SAUPJ and all its affiliates

a Shana Tovah Umetukah



Is it true that you cannot be buried in a Jewish cemetery
if you have a tattoo?

Judaism teaches us that our bodies belong, as do all parts of nature, to God. They are on loan to us and we are responsible for caring for them.
Any sort of mutilation of the body is, therefore, prohibited. Tattooing is prohibited, as is scarring, and some forms of elective cosmetic surgery.

There are criminal offenses that are so heinous as to bar someone from being buried in the Jewish cemetery. Despite the persistence of a myth to
the contrary, a tattoo is not one of those offenses. There is no prohibition against burying someone with a tattoo in the Jewish cemetery.

Why is advocacy central to Reform Judaism?
Social justice is an essential component of Reform Judaism. To be a Reform Jew is to hear the voice of the prophets in our head; to be engaged
in the on-going work of tikkun olam; to strive to improve the world in which we live; to be God’s partners in standing up for the voiceless and fixing
what is broken in our society.

Our passion for social justice is reflected in the ancient words of our prophets and sages and in the declarations of our Reform Jewish leaders
throughout our history. The ancient command Tzedek, tzedek tirdof! or ‘Justice, justice shall you pursue!’ (Shoftim Deuteronomy 16:20) has led
the charge in a long and proud tradition of political activism by Reform Jews.

We are challenged by an overwhelming number of issues, each one central to our understanding of the prophetic message of our faith and critical
to creating the kind of society we wish to bequeath to those who follow us. We are also confronted by those who claim to speak in the name of
faith but who offer a different version of what God expects of us - those who proclaim themselves the upholders of ‘family values’ yet who do not
value individual rights or personal autonomy, and who have little respect for Constitutional principles.

Ours is a different message. We proclaim that maintaining a strong safety net for those who are most vulnerable is the modern manifestation of
our obligation to ‘leave the corners of our fields for the poor and needy’ (Leviticus 19:9). We believe that family values include supporting the
notion that every child has access to appropriate education, and paying workers enough to support themselves without having to choose between
shelter and food, medication or heat. If we don’t bring these progressive religious values into the public arena with us, we will abandon the public
square to those offering a different view of religion and values.

Reform Judaism stands for certain principles, and Reform Jews take pride in our long history of ‘speaking truth to power’. Active commitment to
social justice is a hallmark of Reform Judaism, and that commitment inspires Reform congregations across the world to pursue a wide range of
activities designed to l’taken et ha’olam, to mend the world. Just as a key tenet of Reform Judaism is an openness to the ‘other’ so do we value
strong social action components such as synagogue Mitzvah Days, collection drives, social justice sermons, and education about current issues
of concern.

Rabbi David Saperstein in his book Jewish Dimensions of Social Justice: Tough Moral Choices of Our Time, said: ‘The core of our insight [as
Reform Jews] is that serious Jewish study inevitably leads to the soup kitchen; that serious prayer, among other vital things, is a way of preparing
to do battle with injustice, that social justice without being grounded in text, without a sense of God’s presence, is ephemeral and unsustainable. 

‘The heart of the argument is that there is no such thing as ‘Social Action Judaism’, that the thread of social justice is so authentically and intricately
woven into the many-colored fabric we call Judaism that if you seek to pull that thread out, the entire fabric unravels, that the Judaism that results
is distorted, is neutered, is rendered aimless.’

As Reform Jews, we make a collective effort to bring our progressive values to bear in the community at large. We engage on issues of local,
national and global concern. We participate in inter-faith coalitions and activities. We speak out on behalf of the vulnerable. And we seek justice
for all. This is who we are.
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MESSAGE FROM PROFESSOR ANTONY ARKIN,
CHAIRMAN OF ARZENU AND THE EAST COAST REGION OF THE SAUPJ

T
he State of Israel has many achievements to its credit. It has provided a refuge for persecuted Jews, has
‘made the desert bloom’ and it has contributed to many scientific and medical breakthroughs. It is famous
for its phenomenal incubation of innovative industry. It is an open, vibrant and creative society with a
relatively high standard of living. But the Zionist vision of being ‘a light unto the nations’ means Israel is

proud not only of its technological innovations, but its spiritual renewal. Israel's uniqueness, its values and national
identity are rooted in four millennia of Jewish history as a people and a prophetic vision.

Our motto ‘God is Almighty and God is One’ includes the obligation to redeem the world, tikkun olam, and the
over-arching Jewish value of B’tzelem Elohim - that all people are created in the image of God. While this teaches
equality, the day-to-day reality for too many women tells us of a struggle that is far from complete. From the
Western Wall, to Rabbinical courts, to the bridal canopy, to the cemeteries, to the workplaces of Israel, women are
not yet treated equally. For political reasons, the Israeli Government has privileged Orthodoxy as the only legitimate
Judaism. Over the last year, however there are significant changes. These have been inspired – in the main - by
the Progressive movement and its Zionist arm, Arzenu's embrace of equality of women in Israel. The confrontation
at the Western Wall between members of Women of the Wall (WoW) and haredi Jews appeared in every major

newspaper and television service throughout the world. WoW, led by the Reform Movement's Anat Hoffman, are best known for fighting for the
rights of women from all Jewish denominations to pray aloud, read from the Torah and wear tallitot and tefillin, all of which is permitted by halacha.
Praying women were spat on and cursed by thousands of haredi worshippers at the Kotel, some of whom threw stones, garbage and coffee at
them. It was a hillul Hashem, a desecration of the Name of God, of the Jewish people and the State of Israel. As Jeremy Sharon wrote in the
Jerusalem Post: ‘Now the Women of the Wall issue has risen to the top of Israel’s national debate and political agenda, in conjunction with ... an
ever-sharpening dispute about the role of religion in public life.’

For world Jewry, the Kotel symbolises a collective identification with Jerusalem. The paratroopers of 1967 liberated Jerusalem for the whole Jewish
people, allowing Jews to come home as a ‘free people’. The first mass pilgrimage to the wall in 1967, on Shavuot, merely days after the end of
the war, was a spontaneous outpouring of hundreds of thousands of Israelis, without any separation between men and women, secularists and
haredim. But the decades since have created a haredi lock on the Kotel plaza. Police have arrested members of the WoW for their activities,
arguing they violate a 2003 Supreme Court decision barring them from wearing tallitot and reading from the Torah because those actions deviate
from the Orthodox ‘tradition of the site’, upset other worshippers and cause disturbances. An April 25 decision by the Jerusalem District Court
ruled, however, that the Supreme Court decision ‘did not warrant arrests of the Women of the Wall activists’. This was a significant victory for the
group. The Rabbi of the Western Wall, Shmuel Rabinowitz, called for calm and Jewish unity. ‘The Western Wall is the one uniting place we have
left.’ A credible solution does exist for accommodating non-Orthodox forms of prayer at the Wall. Jewish Agency head Natan Sharansky recently
presented a plan, backed by the Israeli Government, which would create a dignified, ample space for egalitarian prayer.

For the first time the Israeli Government has committed to building and subsidising an egalitarian ‘synagogue’. This is a historic victory for religious
pluralism. As Yossi Klein Halevi of the Shalom Hartmann Institute argued in the Jerusalem Post: ‘The Sharansky plan is also a victory for Zionism.
At its core, Zionism is an ideology of Jewish people-hood. The genius of classical Zionism was its ability to include almost every variety of Jewish
ideology - from Marxist to capitalist, from anti-clericalist to theocratic - under a shared, basic commitment. As modernity fragmented the Jews into
rival camps, Zionism insisted that those identities were mere adjectives, and that the unifying noun was ‘Jew’.’ To be true to itself, the state that
was founded by Zionism must accommodate all parts of the Jewish people. That is what Sharansky is offering. The plan embodies the key Jewish
and democratic values of mutual respect, inclusion and tolerance.

The Kotel crisis has led to real change. Now women can pray at the Wall with tallitot and the police are protecting the women against the threat
of violence. The Religious Services Ministry has also announced it would fund both Orthodox and non-Orthodox rabbis in communities across
Israel, instead of funding only Orthodox rabbis. The crisis mobilised Diaspora interest in Israel. It reminded Progressive Jews that what happens
in Israel actually matters to them.
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At Rosh Hashanah 5774, may we wish our Rabbis, Management Committees,
Family, Friends and Fellow Congregants a G’Mar Chativa U-Chatima Tovah.

May you be inscribed and sealed for a year of blessing.



MESSAGE FROM THE EAST COAST

U
nlike the Gauteng and Cape Regions whose constituent congregations form close geographic cores with easy communications, the East
Coast Region has three small congregations in Durban, East London and Port Elizabeth, spread over many hundreds of kilometres. The
region was established less than a decade ago to allow these established congregations to play a much more active role in the SAUPJ’s
affairs while being afforded equal status in the national body. As a consequence, the East Coast Region is considered a bellwether of

demographic trends for the Progressive Jewish community in South Africa: our Jewish community has shrunk to a third or less over the past few
decades, and it is an aging community with a very high proportion of retirees and widows. In addition, a major component of the region’s members
are Jews by Choice, without whom it is doubtful whether these Progressive congregations would be able to exist at all. 

We have only one Rabbi in the region, albeit that Rabbi Hillel Avidan is a very active Rabbi. Over the past few years the Rabbis and congregations
of the other regions have been very generous in assisting us to establish a programme of rabbinical visits to Port Elizabeth which has also been
offered to East London. On the other side of the spectrum, the youth continue to be actively assisted. In Durban, there is a Netzer branch whose
chairman is also the community youth worker. Though very expensive, all the subventing funds were raised locally. The Progressive congregations
of Durban, East London and Port Elizabeth make up a much larger proportion of their local communities than do those in the Cape and Gauteng.
Their leadership plays a significant role in communal structures. 

We wish the National Chairman Steve Lurie and his executive a happy New Year and well over the Fast. L'Shana tova tikateivu v'teichateimu 

MESSAGE FROM REEVA FORMAN,
CHAIR OF TEMPLE ISRAEL HILLBROW

A
nother year has passed, and Baruch Hashem, Temple Israel's doors continue to stand proudly open as a
symbol of Jewish contribution to the upliftment of both Jewish and non-Jewish disadvantaged people in
Hillbrow. We carry forward a tradition of more than 75 years, performing an important mitzvah by being a
haven of Jewish warmth and religious tradition to Jewish people in this highly disadvantaged area. For

me, this is the raison d’être for Temple Israel. There are still some Jews left in the area in need our services. We
have not been entirely successful in our efforts to establish contact with all of them or provide transport to and
from shul, but it is something we are working on. News of services is mainly spread by word of mouth but, once
we have established a link, people then regularly attend our Shabbat morning services and festival services and
in this way, Temple Israel plays a crucial role in our lives.

Finances still remain a priority at the Mother Synagogue, and we are deeply grateful to the lay leaders who contribute their time to conduct Shabbat
morning services free of charge. A special thank you to Professor David Bilchitz with his deep knowledge of Jewish tradition, religion and ethics;
Lael Bethlehem, whose love of Judaism and Torah is a wonderful moral guide to today’s world; and also to Jeff Davis whose lovely voice adds a
special note to a service. We are fortunate to have our own members as lay leaders who deserve mention: Bill Hoffmann who continues heroically
to lead Kabbalt Shabbat services; Robbie Schiffman, for a smooth and professional service; Alex Franks whose talent in reading from the Torah
adds to the authenticity of our Shabbat services; and last but not least, Brian Segal who is always on standby when needed! 

The true potential of Temple Israel as a religious Jewish outreach programme with a Rabbi in residence in the shul on a daily basis is never more
in evidence than in today’s world. Many of our members (and potential members) are in need, both financially and spiritually. This is our future
growth and the challenge that comes with this concept - the funding of a true outreach Synagogue. As Progressive Jews we must be part of this
outreach to our own as well as to others.  Special thanks need to be expressed to the United Sisterhood, the Bet David Kehillah - who supply an
excellent b’rachah for our members - and the SAUPJ and the SAUTS for their invaluable support and commitment.

High Holy Days 2012 at Temple Israel were a great success. With the help of the annual contribution from Camp Caplan Trust we secured the
services of David Bilchitz who led both the services and our traditional Shabbat Shuvah service and dinner. More than 70 people joined us and,
for our shul, that was a most encouraging sign! A highlight of these services is the Temple Israel choir under the leadership of Debbie Joffe.  
Shabbat Shuva Dinner: David Bilchitz - who brings our heritage alive with unswerving passion and compassion - led the congregants and guests
with warmth and joy and Bet David’s Rabbi Robert Jacobs added greatly to the event by joining our dinner. For all there - many of whom have
little contact with their Jewish roots and religion - it was truly ‘a return’ to Jewish warmth, tradition and belonging. Thanks also to members of our
sister synagogues who joined us including chairman of the SAUPJ Steve Lurie and his lovely wife, Rahle. Thanks to Cynthia Duchen for the
wonderful meal. 
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Pesach April 2013: Both the Pesach service and dinner were led by David Bilchitz. The singing by the Temple Israel choir was superb - and much
appreciated by the more than 60 congregants and guests who attended. Sincere gratitude to the Chevra Kadisha, our Jewish Family Fund who
sponsored many of those who attended, and to Cynthia Duchen for the wonderful food. 

My own personal thanks needs to go to my wonderfully supportive management committee. Treasurer, Jacob Hurwitz, who also created our
website www.templeisraelh.org.za; Ruth Leveson - chairlady of Sisterhood and our Shabbat choir; Alex Keir for being Hagba’ar and stalwart of
Temple Israel; Sarona Reitzik who acts as lay leader present at all services; Robbie Schiffman lay leader at Shabbat services; Peter Joffe who is
in charge of the maintenance portfolio; Allan Lurie who acts as our security; and Reneé Kohn who is our secretary. Special mention needs to be
made of our wonderful caretakers, Winnie and Michael; the Gauteng Provincial Health and Environment Department who ensure that our streets
are swept around the clock prior to the Jewish holidays; and the Johannesburg Metropolitan Police, who cordon off the streets around the shul
ensuring safe parking.   

MESSAGE FROM IVAN ‘CHIPS’ SIVE,
PRESIDENT OF BET MENORAH

U
S President Obama shared with South Africa and Israel one very important message: he engaged directly with
the youth, emphasising that future generations are responsible for taking the country forward. It made me think
of the great opportunities that await them and what is at stake should they let the opportunities pass them by.
Progressive Judaism teaches and encourages us to think and exercise our brains. We see novelty as a challenge,

questions as an opportunity to enlighten the mind and open the heart, and in turn, develop great ideas and opinions that
inspire. Herein lays the hope for our youth, our faith and the future of humanity as a whole.

In the year 5774, may Progressive Judaism continue to teach and inspire us to pursue the essence of our faith and zest
for life. 

MESSAGE FROM DIANE FINE,
CHAIRMAN OF BEIT EMANUEL

B
eit Emanuel faces an exciting future and a time of great change. With change comes loss as we say goodbye to Rabbi Robert Ash who
has ably led our Rabbinic programme for the past six years. He brought to our synagogue an intellectual understanding of Judaism and
Talmud which has been thought-provoking and challenging. He has encouraged the growth of the choir which has gone from strength
to strength and has become fundamental to our spiritual practice. Rabbi Ash has also developed a strong and growing Jews by Choice

programme and many of whose participants have become active members of our community.

Change also means gain and we have gained an exciting new Rabbi who has come to make his home in South Africa with his wife, Sharon, and
four young sons. Rabbi Sa’ar Shaked comes from Israel bringing with him the tradition of religious training from the Hebrew Union College
in Jerusalem. On his website, Rabbi Shaked describes what he stands for: ‘Lively, up-to-date, accessible Judaism. Judaism that is pluralistic,
abundant and attentive. Judaism that has a profound connection to ancient tradition without relinquishing innovation and creativity. Judaism of
Truth, of Moderation, of Good Will.’ This resonates well with our vision for Beit Emanuel, balancing tradition while being creative. After Rabbi
Shaked’s visit to Johannesburg in April, Prof Merle Williams wrote: ‘Rabbi Shaked is creatively involved in the Progressive community in Israel, as
well as participating in a range of public activities. He has been employed as a congregational rabbi at the Achvat Yisrael Centre for Progressive
Judaism in Rishon Le’zion, as well as completing a term as executive director of the Sulha inter-faith peace project. He has a weekly radio slot,
belongs to the Israeli Council of Progressive Rabbis and serves on the educational committee of an Israeli-Palestinian forum. Over and above
these commitments, Rabbi Shaked is undertaking research towards a PhD on Martin Buber, whose writing has profoundly influenced 20th Century
Jewish thought and practice.’ Rabbi Shaked has enormous energy and passion, a vision for our congregation and for Progressive Judaism in
Gauteng. This includes community involvement in the broader society, inter-faith co-operation, progressive education for our children and youth,
a modern and creative approach to religious practice and much, much more.

In 2013 we voted in an almost entirely new Management Committee who bring a diversity of skills to the shul. They are working incredibly hard
and enthusiastically to sort out the current financial difficulties, raise the much-needed funds to put Beit Emanuel back on the map as a centre of
Progressive Adult Education, and maintain and grow a core of adults who participate in on-going Talmud study. This year, the fund-raising
committee, led by Lee Greenblatt, has held a number of successful events and plans to continue on this path. A concert by the Beit Emanuel Choir,
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a bingo evening, a golf day and smaller events such as family days have taken place and are being planned for the future to assist in bringing in
those much-needed additional funds. The Adult Education Programme is embracing creativity by introducing interesting topics for discussion on
an array of current, historical and torah-related issues. Dr Paul Davis addressed Ethical Issues for Doctors During the Apartheid Era, Professor
Merle Williams spoke about Isaac Bashevis Singer’s story, ‘Spinoza’s Market’ and Prof David Bilchitz discussed the Kaddish Symphony by Leonard
Bernstein. Dr Kathryn Peck spoke about her experiences in Israel on the Beutel Seminar while Prof Ran Greenstein provided another perspective
on Israel, Zionism and Jewish identity. Dr Dora Wynchank offered insights into Jews and Moods, and Rosa Manoim spoke to us about the
Ghanaian Jews she visited. Prof Marcia Leveson introduced us to Jewish South African writing, then and now. Our choir must surely be one of the
top choirs in South Africa as demonstrated in their capacity to perform both liturgical music in shul and secular music in concert performances. We
intend that this continue in the future and will encourage them to perform in the secular arena again.

Chantal Philips (Mancom) and Edgar (gardens) have expended great energy and enthusiasm in greening our shul. Not only are the gardens
beautiful but our compost heap provides nourishment for flowers, greenery and vegetables to feed our souls and our stomachs. Essential to every
Jewish community is  food. We continue to enjoy the wonderful cooking and presentation of food by Judy Hodes, Octavia and their able helpers
without whom all our events would be slightly less attractive. I would also like to pay tribute to Richard and Mandla, two amazing men who have
a combined 60 years of service at Beit Emanuel, and who continued to provide incredible help and support in every area of building maintenance
and cleaning. Always helpful and available, they are also reponsible for laying out and tidying up before and after each Beit Emanuel function, and
are ably supported by Phumzile who comes in twice a week to assist. Without this team, we would struggle to run as smoothly as we do. As
always, our shul is managed efficiently by Ilana Alroy in the office and Kito Holz as executive director and our thanks go to them. As many of you
are aware, Kito resigned form Beit Emanuel after many years of dedicated service. He will be sorely missed. Our teachers in the religion school,
Mancom and on the Board of Guardians have been superb and continue to build on our solid foundations. A special thank you to those members
of Mancom and the Board of Guardians who have made an invaluable contribution to Beit Emanuel: Mancom - Diane Fine, David Bilchitz, Andrew
Phillips, Jessica Sherman, Judy Hodes, Chantal Phillips, Ruth Challens, Neville Shifrin, Maurice Katzeff, Maria Malan, Liebe Kellen, Leanne
Greenblatt and Guardians - David Feinberg, Prof Merle Williams, Dr Paul Davis and Irwin Manoim.

I wish you well for the coming year and am sure that, under the leadership of the Management Committee and Board of Guardians, we will respond
well to the challenges of 5774. May you and your dear ones have a Shanah Tovah Umetukah.



MESSAGE FROM DESMOND SWEKE,
CHAIRMAN OF BET DAVID

T
he years seem to fly by quicker and quicker, as the children’s song goes, ‘Rosh Hashana is here again!’
In this period of introspection during the months leading up to Yom Kippur, it is traditional to look back
and review the period since this time last year. Over the last year much has happened at Bet David. This
year’s AGM saw the confirmation of the nominees for the Management Committee, which includes members

who have previously served on the ManCom, as well as a new member and a co-opted member. At the first
meeting of ManCom, the new portfolios were assigned and each portfolio team has identified actions for the year,
focused on meeting Bet David’s Vision - To be the leading Progressive Jewish Centre of Excellence in which to
Live, Work, Play and Pray.

Rabbi Jacobs continues to provide inspirational spiritual leadership, leading services, shiurim and life cycle events.
This year, Rabbi Jacobs officiated at numerous events and functions including the rededication of the Synagogue
in Maputo and his regular Radio Today talks. Rabbi Jacobs is also mentoring Student Rabbi Julia Margolis as

part of her Rabbinic Studies with the Abraham Geiger College in Germany. Julia had been increasingly involved at Bet David. I wish Julia good
luck with completing her Rabbinic Studies and all the best to Julia, Greg and Emily on the imminent birth of their baby and sibling. 

Our three annual events, the Bet David Golf Day, Mitzvah Day and Mandela Day have been firmly established on the Bet David calendar and have
all been immensely successful. Our annual Golf Day raised over R80 000 for Bet David and the charities we support, thanks to the sterling efforts
of Justin Joffe of Mancom. The date for this year’s Golf Day has been set for 30 October, again at the Houghton Golf Club, so now is the time to
contact the office to book your four-ball! Mitzvah Day, an international event, celebrated at the Middleton Hall on Bet David campus to honour the
elderly, was a wonderful success with entertainers that had everybody up and dancing. Thanks to Jo Norris, Cynthia Rosen, Kevin Kahn, the
Kehillah Team and all who assisted. Mandela Day was, for the fourth year, a great success. Over 100 children from the Alexandra Orphanage and
the Look and Love Centre for Street Children in Alexandra had a great time in the Jolly Dee Playshop on Bet David Campus. Special thanks to Dee
Lewis and her team, Jenny Correia and Sharon Margo. 

All the festivals, including Purim, Shavuoth, Simchat Torah, Chanukah and Tu B’Shvat were celebrated at Bet David with involvement from the
Netzer Youth Movement Team. The Religion School, under the guidance of Giddy Leaf (Principal) and Jenny Correia, continues to play a major
role in community activities. The prize giving held in the Bet David Rondavel saw many students receiving prizes. 

The Progressive Synagogues in Gauteng continue to work together and have supported each other’s events, such as the Choir Concert at Beit
Emmanuel and the Tu B’Shvat ‘Spit Braai’ at Bet Menorah. Kol HaKavod to the Bet David Choir, now led by choirmaster Doron Kanar. The choir
remains a special part of Bet David and I have no doubt that their singing will add immensely to the special atmosphere and spirituality of the
High Holy Days and services throughout the year.

Over the last year, many simchas were held at Bet David and I am sure it will continue to be a happy place and spiritual home to all our congregants.
On behalf of my wife, Ashley, and my sons, Ryan and Jordan, I wish you Shana Tova Umetukah v’ Ketiva ve-chatima tovah -  A good and sweet
year and may you be written and sealed for a good year. 

MESSAGE FROM GIDDY LIEF,
NATIONAL PRESIDENT WOMEN OF PROGRESSIVE

JUDAISM SOUTH AFRICA
As we approach the New Year 5774, I reflect on all the good work of the committees countrywide over the past
year, and at the same time look forward to the challenges that lie ahead for us all.

I recently returned from an amazing WUPJ Connections 2013 Conference in Jerusalem, with the theme ‘Being the
Difference’ with a great feeling of pride. I was inspired by the many people from the different communities that I
met. WPJ-SA shares in the pride of the good work of all its members and I would like to see us partner with these
committees and work together, making a difference to our movement worldwide.

Wishing you all a New Year filled with health, happiness and satisfaction derived from helping those less fortunate
than yourselves. Chag Sameach, and Shanah Tovah Umetukah.
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MESSAGE FROM GAIL SCHEUBLE AND JO NORRIS ON
BEHALF OF THE BET DAVID KEHILLAH

Transforming Sisterhood to Kehillah: Moving Forward after 5773

The change in name from Sisterhood to Kehillah (meaning community) is more than window dressing. It marks the transformation from a
ladies’ auxiliary to a body that is representative of all the members of our community. Kehillah members continue to be the engine mobilising
the community to excellence, shared interest and expanded activity in a hands-on way carrying forward the long-standing tradition of gemilut

chasadim - deeds of kindness - that Sisterhood and Women of Progressive Judaism have made their primary goal for over 80 years.

The Kehillah challenge is to become inclusive, welcoming all the members of our congregation not only women, to identify and participate in
activities that serve and support the needs of our community dedicated to excellence and devoted to tikkun olam - repairing the world. We welcome
anyone to attend the meetings, and even more so to participate in congregational and community projects.

Bet David Kehillah works hard to finances our congregational and community outreach commitments. We rely on donations from our congregation
and sponsors, as Kehillah is not funded directly from Bet David membership fees. The costs of catering for weekly brachot, bring and share
dinners, Yom Teivim - community holiday celebrations - youth activities, feeding schemes and outreach projects and other events hosted by Bet
David all come from Kehillah’s treasury. We therefore appeal for your support as a means of celebrating significant occasions in your family’s life,
or for any occasion as an act of Tzedakah. 

Bet David Kehillah is grateful for the incredible support we receive from Rodney and Jean Weinstein, which largely enables us to sustain our efforts
at Zenzeleni Primary and the Leamogetswe Feeding Scheme in Alexandra. This financial year also saw the completion of the Rondavel refurbishment,
66% of which was funded by Kehillah. Those funds were built up over the years for remodeling the kitchen and beautifying the interior space.
Thank you to the congregants who contributed the remainder over the year to achieve this milestone in Bet David’s 40th year. 

McDulings Volkswagon
Roy 082 446 9474

Without your support this all
that will be left ...



What a pleasure it was to have hosted the Women of Progressive Judaism Conference 2012 in the newly refurbished Rondavel. We hope to
improve the area further by completing the external renovation, and improving the internal acoustics. The generous donation for our feeding
schemes and the Mitzvah School from the Bet David Golf Day, organised by Justin Joffe and his team, provides a lifeline to our sustained effort at
keeping these projects going; the Mitzvah School is in its 27th year, and the Alexandra feeding scheme has been established for 12 years.  

We have had the privilege of working closely with other charitable organisations, including the JD Group in conjunction with Russels, who have
helped tremendously by refurbishing the Mitzvah School Science Lab, providing the hydroponic tunnels for the growing of vegetables in the garden
behind the shul. They also reconditioned the premises at Leomagotswe Feeding Scheme in Alexandra.  

In addition, we work with Women of Vision who provide support and help for abused women and families and the United Sisterhood with donations
to Our Children’s Fund and the Jewish Family Assistance Fund - all of these collaborations have enhanced our commitment to Tikkun Olam.
Zenzeleni Primary School received school uniforms from us, and shoes and blankets from Rotary Randburg. End-of-year party packs were provided
to the children at both Leomagotswe and Zenzeleni, funded by Bet David Religion School pupils who bring Tzedakah in exchange for refreshments
provided by Kehillah at classes on Saturday mornings. Our visits to the Gerald Fitzpatrick Home in Bertrams included Neria’s wonderful baking
and a gift of blankets last year for the elderly women who reside there. This winter we visited again providing knitted bed socks, blankets and a
tea; thanks to our dedicated knitters who knitted 82 pairs of socks!

Refreshments and eats were once again provided for Bet David Mandela Day celebrations, Religion School, Mitzvah Day for the elderly in our
community and Mitzvah School Prize Giving. A Shabbat dinner was also held for the students of the Mitzvah School - a special evening indeed!
Thank you to our dedicated shoppers Cynthia Rosen, Jo Norris and Gail Scheuble who support the cooking efforts in the Bet David kitchen by
providing all the ingredients.

Monthly food collections are organised by Lesley Rosenberg, her family, students from the Mitzvah School, students from King David School and
other volunteers, who give up a Sunday morning to fulfil this mitzvah. Thanks to Vicki Janks who, for the past many years, has packed the
groceries to go out to the feeding scheme. It is an honour to be associated with the Mitzvah School, ably led by Lesley Rosenberg and the dedicated
teachers who make it a place of opportunity and house of learning for its students. 

As we begin 5774, all are invited to join us in continuing the work of Kehillah - building community through the good  work we do. A happy and
successful year to all! 

L‘Shanah Tovah

MESSAGE FROM DORA WYNCHANK,
CHAIRPERSON OF THE SACRED BOARD

I
n July 2012, I took over as chairperson of the SACRED board and SACRED began preparing for our protest action against those
organisations that discriminate against women. Joined by Habonim, Netzer, and WIZO South Africa, SACRED held a legal, ’silent song‘
protest outside the offices of the Zionist Federation. A video was made of the protest that was shown on YouTube - to much acclaim. In addition,
SACRED issued a press release, an article appeared on the front page of the Mail and Guardian, and there was a 702 programme where a

heated debate on the issue of Kol Isha was broadcast on national radio.

This was followed by a training workshop on community activism with Charlotte Fischer and a study session attended by more than 50 people.
Three presentations were delivered at the study session by Adina Roth (Torah sources and Kol Isha), Lewis Levin (Gemara and Kol Isha) and Lael
Bethlehem (a progressive view on Kol Isha) respectively, before Charlotte returned to the UK. 

In January 2013 we embarked on a local advertising campaign to secure the services of an executive director. Six successful applicants were
called for interviews and 01 August Janine Shamos took on the position of executive director. She has considerable experience in networking and
building relationships in the mental health and media fields. 

Thanks to the generosity, vision and commitment of a Cape Town donor, I was successful in getting funding that will cover the executive director’s
salary for the first year and, with her engagement, we look forward to the strengthening and growth of the organisation. 
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Established 1979

Numismatic Dealers & Consultants

We buy and sell choice South African gold,
silver and copper coins

No transaction is too large or too small

Extensive network of international contacts

Confidentiality assured

Kindly contact Gary Levitan

PO Box 123, Saxonwold, Johannesburg 2132, South Africa
Tel: +27 11 483 0161 • Fax: +27 11 483 0440

Email: royalg@iafrica.com
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